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Tau Delta Phi denied
fraternity charter

Cause For Alarm

Group’s members
are outraged after
Greek Council
placed a “cap” on
new fraternities
By Lily Hodge
Staff Writer

TIMOTHY M. CASEY/ MONTCLARION

ON-FIRE: “We turned up the heat! We were on a 20-4 run, that must have set off the alarm," coach
Darryl Jacobs joked about a false fire alarm that interrupted the men’s basketball team’s 89-76
victory against Rutgers-Newark at Panzer Gymnasium last night. The game was delayed 14 minutes
as officials from Montclair Fire Department investigated. For full story, see page 7.

Tau Delta Phi failed to at
tain chartered status as a national
fraternity at the SGA meeting last
week when the vice president of
the Interfraternity Council. Lou
Cuomo, recommended a vote
against them. His new bill at the
Greek Council puts a temporary
"cap” restricting new fraternities
from entering the IFC subhouse
and effectively eliminates the
chances of Tau Delta Phi reap
plying for charter this semester.
Jennifer Lynch, vice presi
dent of the SGA offered the fol
lowing explanation for the rejec-

according to the SGA minutes:
“IFC is not making this a per
sonal thing. They have spoken
to other Greeks and students on
campus about Tau Delta Phi. I
respect their decision making and
interest group doesn’t mean you
receive a charter. IFC interest is
not to pass this group as of now,
but to have group Tau Delta Phi
come back again while they fo
cus on other areas.”
Tau Delta Phi vice presi
dent Vincent Rubin said that they
fulfilled all requirements of an
interest group seeking charter.
The group gave "at least 100
hours” of community service in
N ew ark at St. Jo h n ’s soup
kitchen and to a playground
building project with their TDP
brothers of New Jersey Institute
of Technology. Tau Delta Phi
hopefuls attended all Greek
Council meetings, and at least
one IFC meeting and “tried to get
along with ev ery o n e,” said
Rubin. “I definitely feel this is

Richardson Annex construction
scheduled to begin in April
By Tom Boud
Staff Writer
An official groundbreaking
ceremony for the Richardson
Hall Annex is scheduled to take
place on April 7, said Director of
Com m unity R elations Julie
Marchini on Feb. 18. Marchini
said Interim MSU President
Greg Waters, Dean of the Col
lege of Science and Math Vaughn
Vandegrift, and all College of
Science and Math faculty and
staff are scheduled to attend.
“I can’t say right now ex
actly at what time the ceremony
will take place. I’ll be sending
out memos to the entire campus

community when I’m certain of
the hour. I should know for sure
by next week. Until then, the
most I can say is that it will be
taking place sometime between
8 A.M. and 4 P.M.,” Marchini
said. Architecture and Engineer
ing Services David Yen, who is
personally overseeing construc
tion of the 59,000 square foot
facility, said on Feb. i 8 that he is
currently preparing for the cer
emony by finishing up utility
transfer work. The utility trans
fer work is a standard prerequi
site to laying in the foundation.
“The transfer of telephone
communications will be finished

O ^ fo ln s id e : News

by late March. I’ll have other
utilities, such as gas lines and
steams lines, transferred shortly
afterwards. I don’t think there
will be any delay with these
transfers because of the mild
winter. We really lucked out be
cause snow and ice could have
held us up for months. The way
it looks right now, the foundation
will be done by next October, and
the whole building will be fin
ished by October. 1999. In the
meantime. I will be putting up a
second fence around the annex
construction site during spring
break for increased security,”
See ANNEX on p. 7
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A model of the Richardson Hall Annex, the building is expected to be
completed by October of 1999.
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Vigilant: MSU sports teams
could use some support.
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National

International

Evidence of “americana” at automobile marTaiwan fog tak.es.Qver 2QQ lives
TAIPEI, Taiwan - A China Airlines jet trying to
land in fog crashed into a country neighborhood Mon
day, ripping the roofs off houses before skidding into a
rice paddy and erupting in flames. Authorities said all
! 96 aboard and nine people on the ground were killed.
Firefighters went house to house in the blackened
neighborhood, putting out the flames licking doors and
windows and searching for survivors. Searchlights il
luminated a life raft from the Airbus A-300, wrapped
around a broken tree stump. Seats from the plane were
scattered in the dirt, one with a body trapped beneath it.
China Airlines said the dead included the gover
nor of Taiwan’s Central Bank and other key financial
officials; four Americans; and many Taiwanese fami
lies returning from vacations in Bali. Victims on the
ground included a 2-month-old baby.

ket
DETROIT - Pickup trucks are changing - they’re
getting getting bigger, faster and more luxurious - but
Americans’ devotion to the four wheelers is becoming
an auto industry constant.
While sport utility vehicle sales have surged and
car sales have fallen, pickup sales have remained a
steady 2.7 million or more for four straight years. About
one of every five new vehicles sold is a pickup.
The Ford F-Series truck in 1997 was the best
selling vehicle in America for the 16th straight year. FSeries sales nearly doubled those of the top-selling car,
the Camry, and top-selling sport utility vehicle, the Ex
plorer.
‘T he pickup truck has been a constant,” said
Michael Marsden, arts and sciences dean at Northern
Michigan University. ‘’It’s the blue jeans of automo
tive culture.”

Indian elections marked with violence
NEW DELHI, India - Frustrated by a series of
failed governments, barely half the eligible voters turned
out Monday to choose a new Parliament in elections
maned by at least 22 deaths.
Another 70 people were injured by land mines, in
fights between rival political groups or in ambushes by
rebels trying to disrupt the vote, held three years ahead
of schedule. Still, Monday’s violence was not unusual
in a democracy that endures despite sharp differences
among its people.
Thousands of troops were deployed in trouble
spots Monday, but that did not prevent violent outbursts.
Members of Korean communist group ex
cepted

Clinton to adress the Iraq situation
WASHINGTON - Creeping closer to conflict with
Iraq, White House advisers met Monday to plan a se
ries of public events designed to brace the American
public for risky military strikes against Saddam Hussein.
*’We will be increasing the pace of the dialogue
both with the American people and the international
community so they will understand our determination
to see that Iraq complies with United Nations Security
Council resolutions,” spokesman P.J. Crowley said.
Advisers have privately complained that the me
dia has paid little attention to the potential conflict, fo
cusing instead on allegations that Clinton had an affair
with a White House intern and tried to cover it up.
B-l bomber goes down in rural Kentucky

SEOUL, South Korea - North Korea executed doz
ens of members of a communist party youth league and
a top party official in charge of agriculture last year, a
former North Korean diplomat said Wednesday.
South Korea’s main intelligence agency said it was
the first reliable confirmation of a major political purge
by North Korean leader Kim Jong II.
Kim Dong Su, who defected earlier this month,
said most of those executed were from a youth league
affiliated with the ruling Workers’ Party and had been
charged with spying.

/
/
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MARION, Ky. - A B -1 bomber crashed in a rural
section of western Kentucky Wednesday and exploded.
First Lt. Eric Elliott of Langley Air Force Base in
Virginia said the bomber was flying out of Dyess Air
Force Base near Abilene, Texas. The B-l carries four
usually, but the military was not immediately sure what
had happened to the crew.
The crash happened over the community of
Mattoon, northeast of Marion. Witnesses said the craft
burst into a ball of fire with debris raining down on the
Fishtrap Road area off U.S. 60.___________________

Questions? Comments?
E-mail The Montclarion
Montclarion@saturn.montclair.edu
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by Jamie D. Ruffilo

What’s Going On With the SGA; The SGA
conference originally planned for Saturday was
canceled due to the fact that there would be a low
attendance o f legislators. However, it will be
rescheduled for another Saturday where all
legislators will be required to attend and anyone else
who would like to participate is welcome. The
Student Center will be open every Wednesday and
Friday until 1p.m. with provided programming that
started this week. The SGA will be purchasing Tshirts to help advertise and promote the availability
of the SGA. Phi Chi Beta, the local business
fraternity, was also rechartered this week. Two
more legislators were sworn in today and more are
scheduled to be sworn in at next w eek’s meeting.
What the SGA is Working On; Further meetings
with residence life have focused more on the issues
of getting peepholes in the doors o f Russ Hall, the
wheelchair accessibility in Freeman Hall, and
replacing some of the furniture in the Freeman Hall
cafeteria. Discussions continue regarding the Blue
Ribbon Commission with President Waters and the
Food Service Committee will be distributing a
survey to see what the students think can be done to
improve the selection and quality o f food. During
spring break, the SGA will be sending six students
to Washington D.C. to participate with the twentyone fund on behalf o f the university.
Committee Meetings: Public Relations-Wednesday
3:30p.m., Constitutional Review-Tuesday 1p.m.,
Residence Life-Monday 2p.m., Welfare and
Internal Affairs-Thursday 4p.m., Government and
Administration-Monday 4p.m., External AffairsMonday 5p.m., Appropriations-Monday 4p.m. Any
student who wishes to address the legislature on any
matter may do so at any meeting. SGA meetings are
held each Wednesday at 4p.m. on the fourth floor of
the student center.

Advertising Policy
Kevin Schwoebel, Advertising
Director - Tel. 973-655-5237
DEADLINES
The deadline to submit advertisements to The
Montclarion is the Monday of the week of publication.
BILLING
The Montclarion is distributed on Thursdays, and in
voices and tearsheets arc mailed the following Mon
day (tearsheets for pre-paid ads must be requested).
Thirty (30) days arc given for payment after the inser
tion date, after which a 15% finance charge is levied,
to sixty (60) days, when accounts are referred to an
outside collection agency.

AD RATES
OFF-CAMPUS
ON-CAMPUS
Full page - $310,00
Full page - $168.00
H
alf page - $200.00
Half page - $105.00
3-$125.00
- $63.00
$32.00
:ified - {up to 30 wds,
ising
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Education
address via
satellite a
success
U.S. Secretary of
Education talks to
students and teachers
in College Hall about
college costs
By Christine Quigley
Staff Writer
Making college more affordable for
low-income students is a top priority, Fed
eral education officials said Tuesday.
More technology in the college
classroom and high college enrollment
figures also emerged as topics during a
satellite downlink discussion in College
Hall.
Education officials recently selected
MSU as a regional downlink sight for
Tuesday’s annual State of Education ad
dress.
About 50 students and teachers
gathered in College Hall to hear U.S. Sec
retary of Education, Richard Riley, via
satellite.
“Knowledge is exploding all around
us,” Riley said during his address in Se
attle, Wash..
Dr. Terry Dozier - special assistant
to the Education Secretary - led a discus
sion held after the speech.
High Hopes for college among
America’s youth was a topic discussed.
High Hopes was introduced by President
Clinton in his State of the Union address
in January. Its puipose is to let low-in
come families know that college is within
their reach.
Dozier also discussed the topic of
technology in schools and how faculty
should be better equipped to deal with the
present and future technology of today’s
schools.
Some advice Dozier gave to college
students majoring in education was to get
experience with young people. She said
that tutoring young people is extremely
helpful.
The high enrollment in colleges was
discussed by Riley in his address. He was
optimistic when he spoke of the fact that
60% of high school students are attend
ing college after graduation.
“One child at a time, you can liter
ally change the world,” said Riley when
summing upland encouraging today’s
teachers.
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Financial Aid Dept, wins national award
The U.S. Department
of Education
recognizes university
for having an efficient
financial aid program
By Conni Freestone
Staff Writer
Montclair’s Financial Aid Depart
ment may be better than most students
think. The university received an Institu
tional Achievement Award for its first year
of participation in the US Department of
Education’s Quality Assurance Program
(QAP).
The award does not mean that
Montclair has the most funding for stu
dents, just that the workers in charge of
financial aid are doing their best to en
sure the proper allocation of the available
funds.
Dr. Randall Richards, Director
of Financial Aid, works together with the
A ssistant D irector, Lucy Candal Fernandez in the implementation of the
US Department of Education’s QAP pro
gram. Fernandez is the Coordinator of
Montclair’s QAP, but it takes the coop
eration of many to successfully partici
pate.

The methods of the QAP are pretty was hesitant to get involved before the
self-assessing. The government requires program was fully established. In 1996.
the completion of a checklist of 40 items the application was submitted and accep
specifying possible problems in such ar tance into the QAP followed when the
eas as disbursement, reimbursement, ac federal criteria of “successful Financial
counting procedures, employees, and oth Aid management / administration” was
ers. From there, written plans are devised met by Montclair’s staff.
One of the things the QAP has initi
and goals are set for better efficiency.
Richards says the objective of the program ated is a process whereby random samples
is to enable them to examine what they of students who receive financial aid arc
are doing and how they are doing it in an being evaluated in a number of areas.
There is a thorough examination of data
attempt to improve the department.
70% of full-time undergraduate stu reported by students and parents for veri
dents receive some form of financial aid. fication of submissions. Richards says the
For the 1997-98 academic year, over 5100 examination should help pinpoint com
students were eligible to receive their mon sources of error in filing FAFSA’s.
share of about $36 million in Financial By doing so, it will then be easy to rem
Aid. Before you begin to think, “Hey, edy problems by expanding the current
where’s my money?” You should be directions and making them clearer. For
aware that loans, scholarships, state and instance, they may find that the forms
federal work-study opportunities and need to provide examples of how to ac
grants are all a part of financial aid. Not count for the correct number of depen
all of the money will be used because not dents, or the total number of residents in
all students accept the loans they are of higher institutions.
Richards says they are 50 -60% fin
fered. This lowers the actual amount of
aid given out, but not significantly. At this ished with the assessment of the 250
time, Richards said that over $29.5 mil selected students. The results will be com
lion was used by students and there is still piled not only for use at Montclair, but
also for the Federal program. The QAP
more to be processed.
The award was given on July 10, hopes that individual findings may lead
1997 “for successfully conducting Year- to a pattern of national concern by which
One tasks and activities for the Quality new revisionscan be made to alleviate
Assurance Program.” The QAP was these problems.
nitiated in 1987. Richards said that
See AWARD on p. 7
Montclair considered participation, but

Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity
cleared of pledging violations
After four years
fraternity has finally
bee n absolved from any
misdoings
By Brian Pedersen
Staff Writer
Recently, the Kappa Alpha Psi fra
ternity has been plagued with rumors of
pledging violations occurring at Montclair
State University. The alleged violations
were first revealed to various members of
the campus community upon receipt of a
news release letter concerning the frater
nity. The letter was circulated to several
campus and local publications including
the Montclarion.
Although it has been four years
since there were any active members of
the fraternity on MSU’s campus, answers
were needed as to whether the allegations
were true or false. It is possible that these
allegations were designed to either stig
matize the fraternity or encourage them
to close out their charter.
According to Regional Director of
the fraternity, Dennis Golden, the allega
tions are “simply rumor and innuendo,
there were no violations.” Further, he
added, “The rumors came from anony-

mous phone calls, word of mouth. I
wanted to squelch these rumors.” This is
why the letter was sent to several campus
offices. “We wanted to go on record [so
that] what happens publicly is that the stu
dent body is aware [of these false allega
tions, because] where there’s smoke
there’s fire. We wanted the entire cam
pus community to know [that violations
are] not sanctioned by the regional or natu
ral office of Kappa in any way, shape, or
form. Anyone who is [or was] involved
in starting or spreading the rumors would
not be tolerated. We have regulations and
sanctions based on the refractions, there
are some acts that can have you expelled
[from the fraternity],” Golden said.
Unlike most fraternities, for Kappa
Alpha Psi, there are no pledging activi
ties. The way they acquire new members
is through an interview process, and once
that is completed, the candidate is initi
ated by the regional office, there is no lo
cal chapter initiation. The fact that there
were alleged violations in the first place
shows that whoever had made them knew
little about the fraternity itself, deeply af
fecting the credibility of these allegations.
Kappa Alpha Psi holds strong per
sonal beliefs and principles that each
member must embrace and individually
uphold to become and remain a member
of the fraternity. “There is certain criteria

that must be met,” according to Golden,
such as “Academic and university require
ments, [the maintenance of high grades].
Any university requirements supersede
those of the fraternity, there arc also moral
ethical standards. Our motto is training
for leadership and achievement in every
Field of human endeavor, what every char
ter aspires to. Anyone acting in a fashion
not conducive to that, is not acting on be
half of the fraternity,” he added.
Since their inception in 1978, Kappa
Alpha Psi has had 300 chapters across the
country. Some different places where they
still have active charters include: The
College of New Jersey, Rowan College,
and the University of Delaware. The
Grand Chapter, however, is located in
Philadelphia, PA. Eventually, however.
Golden hopes to bring the fraternity back
to MSU.
“We are actively trying to resurrect
the chapter here at MSU. Our plan is to
rejuvenate the charter, with the help of
university support. At its height, there
were as many as 14-15 members about
10 years ago, on campus. Currently, the
regional office is looking into coming
back to MSU, at some point in the future,”
Golden revealed. Now that these allega
tions appear less believable, it is now quite
possible for the fraternity to carry out their
plans.
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Tuberculosis claims life of
Bloomfield College student

Bevon
By Carolyn Velchik

Nagano hosts XVIII
Winter Olympic Games
This year's Winter
Olympics are unique
for they will be the last
winter games of the
century
rom Saturday, February 7 through
Sunday, February 22 we welcome
the 1998 Winter Olympics. Nagano
City, Japan, the most southern location
ever for the Olympics, is the host city. In
addition to Nagano City, events will be
held in Yamanouchi, Habuka, Kariuizawa,
and Nozawa Onsen.
Within these games, approximately
3,000 athletes are expected to compete.
The cities participating range from Rus
sia, to the Czech Republic, to the United
States.
This year’s Winter Games captures
the essence of mascots, a vision statement,
and many goals. Based upon the motif of
an owl, the Snowlets arc the official mas
cots. Cherished as “the wisdom of the
woods,” the owl symbolizes the vision for
the Nagano Games.
The official emblem of the Winter
Olympics is the snowflowcr. The design
of the emblem is fashioned by a group of
athletes in motion grouped in a petal for
mation, united in a hexagonal shape of a
snowflake, thus captivating the reflection
of the Winter Games.
There are three main goals of the
games this year. The first is to promote
the participation of children. School tours,
camps, and clubs will all be held to keep
the children up to date and informed about

F

the games. The second is to pay homage
to nature. This goal will be upheld by do
ing such things as using recycled sources
to build temporary structures, driving low
emission vehiciles, and promoting non
smoking at the venues. The final goal for
the Nagano Games is to host a festival of
peace and friendship. One aspect of this
goal is the passing of the flame through
all prefectures in Japan and all munici
palities in Nagano Prefecture.
Many new aspects of the Games are
being featured this year at Nagano. Ath
letic events such as curling, women’s ice
hockey, and snowboarding are all new to
the games. Within men’s ice hockey, pro
fessional players from the National
Hockey League will be able to participate.
Within skating, clap skates are the new
est form of speed on ice. Having the
unique characteristic of a detachable blade
at the heel of the skate, they add seconds
to a skaters time.
For those of you neglecting to watch
this year’s Olympics, here is an update on
the progress of the United States athletes.
Within the luge event, Chris Thorpe and
Gordy Sheer took the silver medal, while
Mark Grimmette and Brian Martin took
the bronze. Their victories were the first
ever for the United States in the luge di
vision. Jonny Moseley won the gold in
Men’s Moguls Freestyle Skiing, while
Picabo Street also took home the gold in
Women’s Super Giant Slalom, Alpine
Skiing. To finish off, the Women’s Ice
Hockey team is doing remarkably well.
Some of their highlights so far have been
beating Canada out in a 7-4 victory and
crushing Japan in a 10-0 victory.

Players
presents

oliday for J2auers
W ritten by R onald A lexander
D irected by Ian J. A ntonoff

February 26, 27, and 28 at 8 p.m.
February 29 at 2 p.m.
In the Players T heatre, R oom 126 in the S tudent C en ter A nnex
$2 for students, $3 fo r non-students
Players is a Class I Org. of the SGA, Inc.

A number of recent
Tuberculosis cases
have sparked concerns
among school officials
across North Jersey
By Nicole DiTrani
Staff Writer
The death of the Bloomfield Col
lege student, Nerlande Dutelly, is one of
the latest and most tragic of the tubercu
losis cases that has occurred in our area
over the past month.The 24 year old
sophomore who is a native of Haiti, died
on January 26 in Newark Beth Israel
Medical Canter after being transferred
there from East Orange General where she
was admitted as a walk in on January 22.
“These new cases have which oc
curred in institutional settings have
brought more public awareness to the dis
ease”, said John Christ, the Health Officer
for the City of Hackensack.
The death comes on the wake of
three other tuberculosis cases among stu
dents. Last month, a 14 year old Clifton
girl was diagnosed with TB and is now
undergoing treatment at Beth Israel Hos
pital in Passaic. 54 students and a teacher
out of the 300 tested have had a positive
reaction to a skin test for exposure to the
airborne infection. A positive test does
not mean that a person has a full blown
case of the disease, only a chest x-ray can
confirm infection. In fact, Christ said that
ninety percent of infected individuals
don’t go on to have the disease. So far,
36 people have undergone the x-ray and
all have been found healthy, said Albert
Greco, the director of the City’s Health
Department. Still, all the students who
had a positive skin test for TB will un
dergo treatment for the next six months
as a preventive measure.
Another school in New Jersey,
Shepard Elem entary School in Old
Bridge, is offering skin tests to students
after a fourth grade boy became ill because
of what is suspected to be tuberculosis.
State officials told parents that there is no
indication yet that the student has the dis
ease and no evidence that people close to
the child are infected.
The most recent case occurred in
Hackensack where state officials learned
on Tuesday February 10 that a high school
student has an active case of tuberculo
sis. New Jersey health officials plan to
conduct TB skin tests on 125 students and
staff as a precaution against the possible
spread of the disease. State Health and
Senior Services Department spokesman
Tom Breslin, said the tests are scheduled
to take place on Feb. 24 and 25-after a
week-long winter break that begins on
Feb. 16. He added that the students who
test positive during the skin test will be
given chest x-rays to determine if they
have TB or have been exposed without

becoming ill.
New Jersey ranked seven in the
country among states that had tuberculo
sis incidences in 1996. The state had 718
cases of TB last year , 69 of which were
in Passaic county, according to the Health
Department. Exposure rates of TB are
typically higher in communities such as
Clifton that border cities such as Paterson
and Passaic, and where there is a large
number of immigrants. In fact, most new
cases involve people exposed to the ill
ness in foreign countries.
Tuberculosis is an infectious dis
ease that mainly affects the lungs, but can
also infect other organs such as the kid
neys, brain or spine. A person may be
come infected with the disease by inhal
ing tiny droplets of moisture that contain
the bacteria. These droplets form when a
person with TB coughs or snee,zes. The
Health O fficer of Hackensack, John
Christ, said students could not be exposed
to the disease through casual contact, only
if they spent up to an hour or more with
the sick each day for a period of time. He
said TB is very difficult to catch, and only
25-30% of family members of an infected
individual get infected. In a healthy adult
a primary infection by the bacteria may
produce no symptoms and may thus go
undetected. In some cases, primary in
fection causes such symptoms as fever,
rash or nausea.
The disease known as tuberculo
sis develops if the bacteria, tubercle ba
cilli, becomes active. In most cases, TB
develops many years after primary infec
tion has occurred. What causes the reac
tivation of the bacteria is not entirely clear.
It may occur when the body’s defense
mechanisms are impaired by another ill
ness, old age or from a second infection
of the bacteria. Once the reactiviation
occurs it causes the infection to spread
rapidly.
In tuberculosis of the lungs, pul
monary TB, coughing and mucus produc
tion are the most early symptoms. The
cough is usually not severe and the symp
toms are often mistaken for a lingering
cold. In advanced cases of TB, symptoms
include chest pain, fever, night sweats,
fatigue, unexplained weight loss and loss
of appetite.
The chief methods that physi
cians use to detect TB include a skin test,
chest x-rays and laboratory tests. Today,
almost all TB patients can be treated suc
cessfully with antibiotics. Isoniazid
(INH), one of the most effective drugs, is
prescribed for people who have a posi
tive skin test. This drug stops the bacte
ria from multiplying in the body. Once
som eone undergoes the preventive
therapy for the infection the disease will
usually remain dormant in their body for
the rest of their life, said Christ.
Brooks said to the Star Ledger
newspaper that people should not be
ashamed or embarrassed about the illness.
While it was associated with poverty and
squalor in the past, it can strike anyone.
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Suspicious Activity

Harassment

Officers respond to Blanton Hall on the
report of an odor of marijuana. Upon
arrival residents allow officers into
suspect room. Candles and incense were
burning.

Female Blanton Hall resident reports
receiving a harassing phone call.
2/14/98
Fire Alarm

1

Arrest/ Poss. of CDS/ Poss. of drug
paraphernalia/ Poss. of Hypodermic
Syringes/ Resisting arrest
Blanton Hall resident attempted to have
hypodermic syringes mailed to his dorm
room. Package was intercepted and
delivered to the Blanton front desk.
Resident signed for the package. Plain
clothes officers approached, the male fled.

Francis Chelbian of Cartert was arrested.
A search warrant was obtained for his
dorm room. Anabolic Steroids and drug
paraphernalia were found in the room.
Chelbian was charged with possession of
CDS, possession of drug paraphernalia,
possession of hypodermic syringes, and
resisting arrest. Bail was set a $5,000.00.
Chelbian was released on ROR.
Arraignment is scheduled for 2-11-98 in
Little Falls Court.

2/12/98
Harassment
Female Blanton Hall resident calls
reporting her ex-boyfriend was on campus
knocking at her door. Officers respond to
the room. The suspect had left the dorm.
Victim reports suspect has been calling
and stalking her. Victim did not wish to
press charges.

Officers respond to a fire alarm at Bohn
Hall. Upon arrival discover residents
cooking in the 5th floor lounge caused the
smoke detector to activate the alarm.
Clifton Fire Dept, responded.
2/15/98
Theft Of MV
Male Blanton Hall resident parked his car
on West Quarry Way. Upon his return the
car discovered missing.
Burglarv/Theft

How Would
You Score ?

Male Bohn Hall resident went home for
the weekend. Upon his return to his dorm
room he discovered his CD collection
missing. No signs of forced entry.
2/16/98
Fire Alarm
Officers respond to the report of an
audible fire alarm at Freeman Hall.
System fault caused the alarm. Montclair
Fire Dept, responded.
2/17/98

LS A TG M A T

Suspicious Activity

V

Officers respond to Stone Hall on the
report of a strong odor of marijuana. Upon
arrival officer detect the odor on the
second floor. Residents in the suspect
room had left earlier.
Medical

Take a Free Test Drive
and find out!
Get in gear!

Male faculty member fell in a Dickson
Hall hallway and injured his hip, elbow,
and shoulder. Victim refused medical
transportation. He drove his personal
vehicle to Mountainside Hospital.
Criminal Mischief
Officer on patrol discovers graffiti drawn
on 1st floor bathroom, College Hall.
Theft

Exams given on Saturday, February 21 or
Sunday, February 22
Call today to reserve your seat!

Female reports she was using the fitness
center in the gym. As she was ready to
leave she discovered her coat was missing
from the room.
2/18/98
Suspicious Activity

1 -800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com
‘ Course names are registered trademarks of their respective owners.

Officers respond to Bohn Hall on the
report of the smell of marijuana. Residents
allow officer to enter the suspect of the
8th floor room. Residents reported
burning incense. A visual check of the
room revealed a 12 pack of beer.
Harassment
Professor reports receiving letters and a
message on his voice mail from a former
student.
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Three DSS officers promoted to rank of sergeant
By Tom Boud
Staff Writer
Officers Hermer Miranda, Juan
Rivera, and Israel Rosado were promoted
to the rank of sergeant on Dec. 11, accord
ing to Department of Safety and Security
(DSS) Director Philip Calitre. Calitre said
the road to sergeant for the three veteran
patrol officers began in September.
“Back then, I recommended Offic
ers Miranda, Rivera, and Rosado for ser
geant based on an evaluation of their per
formance of duties. In December, they
were provisionally appointed sergeant.
They will become permanent after they
take a test given by the Department of
Personnel. The test date has yet to be an
nounced,” Calitre said.
“As sergeant, they have the respon
sibility of shift commander, plus they are
assigned to special projects,” Calitre
added. Sergeant Rivera spoke on the role
of a sergeant in a Feb. 17 patrol car inter
view in lot 22.
“As overall supervisor, I watch over

five to six police and security officers. I
am responsible for knowing where these
people are. I am also responsible for the
USA guards in the security booths and in
the dorms. I basically go around and see
if they have any problems. I usually drop
in on each guard four times each shift,”
Rivera said.
“I look for (street) lights which are
not working properly. It’s my job to go
through the lots and call in any lights to
the dispatcher that are out. I also see to it
that all patrol vehicles on my watch are
up to par. Many people don’t realize it,
but being a sergeant involves a number
of important responsibilities,” Rivers said.
Rivera indicated that he is pleased with
his newly acquired position.
“I’m really glad. I’ve spent a total
of eight years with the department. I
started as a security officer, then four years
later, I took the test and became a patrol
man. I’ve put in a lot of time and effort,
so I think it’s really an honor for the de
partment to give me the privilege of serv
ing as sergeant,” Rivera said.

IFC denies Tau Delta Phi’s request;
cap put on new fraternities
_____________ CHARTER, cont. from p. 1

unfair,” he said.
Tau Delta Phi, with nine current
members, has been active on campus for
two years as an interest group, waiting in
the preliminary period required by the
Greek Council before being officially rec
ognized by the SGA and accorded class
IV status.
According to Rubin, one reason the
IFC objected to the chartering of Tau Delta
Phi was the threat of losing potential
pledges to a new fraternity and fragment
ing the Greek community.
“I don’t think they would take mem
bers from anybody else...but I think our
subhouse is full right now,” Cuomo stated.
“We can’t afford them in our subhouse
(IFC).”
As a member of the Bulls since 1994
and current vice president of the IFC,
Cuomo has seen a disturbing trend in
Greek life. “Fraternities are dying. We
need new members. I think instead of
starting new fraternities we should make
the ones we have stronger. Work with
what you’ve got.”
Currently, MSU has 41 fraternities
and sororities, and Cuomo said, “Without
Greek life there would be nothing up here
and everybody knows that. It’s a suitcase
college.”
Kcnic Ann Dinan, the liaison be
tween the SGA and Greek Council says
that the IFC knows most about what their
organization needs and that “If they (Tau
Delta Phi) arc not allowed anywhere and
not accepted to IFC, they die. It is this
organization’s responsibility to find a
subhouse in Greek Council,” as stated in

the SGA minutes.
“This organization did not follow
conect procedures to get into IFC. The
relevance of this is slim. The question is
whether they belong or not,” John Grif
fin, author of the bill said.
Rubin of Tau Delta Phi stated that
the group he represents is an ethnically
diverse one who planned to work with
several ethnic fraternities. He feels that
this was what makes Tau Delta Phi unique
and believes that this was a factor in the
vote against them. “They don’t make an
effort to mingle with ethnic fraternities,”
he said in reference to the Greek Council
and its members. “Maybe its taboo. Mix
ing with different racial backgrounds is
unheard of here. It should be a given here
at MSU.”
“I think we have enough diversity
on this campus. I don’t see anything that
they could bring to this campus,” said
Cuomo. He suggests that Tau Delta Phi
"fall in” with another subhouse of the
Greek Council, for instance United Greek
Coalition.
At the Tuesday meeting of the Greek
Council, the UGC followed IFC in plac
ing a restrictive “cap” on their member
ship and the Intersorority Council has ex
pressed interest in doing the same. These
temporary caps could become a perma
nent part of the Greek Council constitu
tion next Fall and this could end any
chances of new fraternities or sororities
opening on campus. Tau Delta Phi and
any other fledgling Greek groups will
have to wait until then to find out if there
is any room for them at the Greek Coun
cil.
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Three of MSU’s finest stand proud after being promoted to sergeant.

Honors Program unifies
students through film
Justin Vellucci
Staff Writer
In college, it is often as impossible
to find a common bond or unity amongst
students of different majors, studies, and
backgrounds as it is to organize programs
and events that interest a wide spectrum
of a diverse community. The Honors Pro
gram of Montclair State University has
proven through a series of recent events
that, while difficult, very little is impos
sible.
The Honors Program-sponsored
Film Forum met for the first time on Feb
ruary 12 for a presentation of Martin
Scorsese’s “Raging Bull” followed by a
student-led discussion on the film. The
Film Forum, the final product of three
Honors Students’ desires to provide a
medium to view and discuss films, has
four more sessions scheduled throughout
the second semester: February 26, March
19, April 9, and April 23. At the next ses
sion, on February 26, the Film Forum will
welcome New Jersey independent film
maker Vincent Pereira, who will be
screening his feature film, “A Better
Place,” and leading a discussion thereaf
ter. Pereira’s film was produced by his
friend and former convenience store co
worker Kevin Smith & View Askew Pro
ductions (the producers of “Clerks,”
“ Mallrats,” and “Chasing Amy”) and
filmed in Lincroft and nearby Kearney,
NJ. There is no admission charge to the
event and all students are encouraged to
attend.
The next in a series of events spon
sored by the Honors Program is the Sleep

ing Bag Seminar, where other Honors stu
dents from around the nation are invited
to attend a weekend session of lectures
and academic events. Running from Feb
ruary 27 through March 1, the Sleeping
Bag Seminar, focuseing on the theme of
rhythm in life, will feature poetry, film,
and m usic w orkshops by Thom as
Benediktsson, Art Simon, and Eric Dia
mond, respectively.
On Saturday evening, the seminar
will also include a dinner in New York
City and a musical performance at the
Knitting Factory. Throughout the 19971998 academic year, the Honors Program
has also sponsored several student picnics
and social events. The ADP Corporation,
whose grant has funded many Honors Pro
gram events, also provided funds fdr Hon
ors trips to the Museum of Modem Art
and the Metropolitan Opera, where MSU
Professor/Cellist Chaim Zemach was per
forming “Les Contes d ’Hoffmann.”
While one might be quick to point
to the success of individual students or of
such events as indicators of the Honors
Program, many still claim that the best
definition of what it means to be part of
the Honors Program cannot be put into
words.
Crystel Williams, secretary and un
official backbone of the Honors Program,
commented that, "When people think of
the Honors Program, they often think of a
group of students. It’s a lot more than that.
It’s a community within a community that
takes care of its own.”
The students of the Program seem
to agree.
See FILM on p. 7
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False fire alarm interrupts
men’s basketball game
Panzer gym evacuated
delaying game for 14
minutes, Montclair
Fire Department
responds to alarm
By Timothy M. Casey
Editor-In-Chief
Panzer gymnasium had to be evacu
ated during the men’s basketball game last
night, causing a 14 minute delay in the
game. A fire alarm was pulled in gym
six, causing Montclair Fire Department to
respond with four trucks, including two
pumpers and one ladder.
“There’s never a dull moment,” said
Holly Gera, MSU Athletic Director. “We
had a wonderful crowd response, no chaos
at all. There was a quick response from
the fire department.” Gera speculated that
the alarm was pulled a prank. “Fortu
nately, we prevailed and won the game.”
Over 200 people were evacuated
from the gymnasium during the men’s
basketball game versus Rutgcrs-Newark,
with 2:41 left to play in the contest.
Montclair was leading 86-71 when the fire
alarm went off while players were in for

mation for a foul shot. The referees
stopped the game as players and specta
tors appeared confused. Fans began to
yell, imitating the fire alarms in the resi
dence halls.
“We turned up the heat! We were
on a 20-4 run, that must have set off the
alarm,” coach Darryl Jacobs joked. “It
was just one of those things, it wasn’t go
ing to effect the outcome of the game.”
Jacobs also commented on how much he
appreciated the good behavior and coop
eration of the MSU fans.
“It’s was crazy, it took a couple of
players out of their momentum and got
hectic, but we maintained out composure
in the end,” said MSU Junior forward
Anthony Peeples.
Campus Security officers present at
the game quickly responded, informing
the public address announcer to instruct
everyone to leave the building. With all
players, spectators, and support person
nel waiting outside, Montclair Fire De
partment determined that a pull station had
been activated as a false public alarm.
“In 11 years, I’ve never seen that in
any game,” said A1 Langer, MSU sports
information director. “Campus police said
it was the most orderly evacuation they
have ever seen.”

SGA spring leadership
conference canceled
Low anticipated
attendance for
mandatory conference
prompts legislature to
cancel and reschedule
By Kevin P. Hancock
Managing Editor
The Student Government Associa
tion Spring leadership conference, sched
uled to start this Saturday in the Fairfield
Ramada Inn, was canceled at last night’s
SGA meeting due the anticipated atten
dance of only 14 legislators.
The conference, which is mandatory
for all legislators, will be rescheduled to
be held in the Student Center two or three
weeks from now on a smaller scale, said
SGA Vice President Jennifer Lynch.
Lynch, who set up the semesterly
conference, had legislators state whether
they would be able to attend or not when
their name was called at last night’s meet
ing by secretary John Fagioli. Only 14
legislators said they could attend.
Lynch stated that she told the
Ramada Inn that they could expect ap
proximately 50 people to attend, and

based on that number the total cost of the
conference would be $1500. With only
14 planning to attend, Lynch said she
questioned whether it would be worth it
at all to spend the money on the confer
ence.
“Only two of the legislators that did
plan to attend had never been to a confer
ence at all, I didn’t want to waste money,”
said Lynch.
The issue was put to the legislature
for a debate and vote. They overwhelm
ingly voted to cancel the conference.
According to Lynch, SGA leader
ship conferences are held every semester
to help legislators and other SGA officials
improve their leadership and legislative
skills through workshops and discussion.
Also, members of the MSU administra
tion had planned to attend to introduce
themselves to the SGA and explain their
jobs and goals to them. The conference
was announced to the legislature at the
first meeting this semester and is manda
tory according to the legislative duties.
Some legislators had valid excuses,
but “most haven’t told me anything,” said
Lynch. “I’m really disheartened by it, they
arc missing out on something that is es
sential to their growth as a student leader.”

Players from Rutgers-Newark and officials wait in the lobby of Panzer Gymnasium while
fire officials inspect the building. The situation was calm despite the delay of the game.

Richardson Annex Groundbreaking
____________________________________________________ ANNEX, cont. from p, 1

Yen said. Yen also stated that, at present, it is unlikely that the Richardson Hall
Annex will host rooftop sessions of Public Telescope Night.
“If we had enough money, we could have the elevator reach all the way to the
roof for the benefit of the astronomy club. So far, I don’t think we arc going to be
able to do it, because the budget is too tight,” Yen said. Yen further indicated that
rooftop Public.Telescope Night meetings would require a protective fence around
the building’s edge and increased liability insurance costs, which would incur addi
tional expenses.

Financial Aid dept, receives award
____________________________________________________ AWARD, cont. from p. 3

Beyond problems with specific questions on the FAFSA’s, Richards offered
some critical advice students can use when applying for financial aid. He calls it
the “Triple A Program” comprised of: “apply on time; answer your mail; and
assume responsibility.” He feels that these tips can help students in managing not
only their financial aid but also their lives. By doing this, he says people can have
a less stressful life, in general because it helps you to become more successful.” He
says that applying after the deadlines, disregarding mail, and relying on other people
are basically not the best things to do if you plan to be successful in whatever you
do.

Students unified through film
_______________________________________________________ FILM, cont. from p. 6

“How many other academic organizations have so many means for students
to enrich their college experience and their lives?” asked Troy Pavuk, a freshman
Molecular Biology major and Honors Student.
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FINANCIAL AID INFORMATION 1998-99
FILING DEADLINE: MARCH 1,1998 %
•IT’S NEW - THE RENEWAL APPLICATION

If you filed a Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) for the 1997-98 academic year, you should re
ceive in the mail a new kind of federal student aid application the renewal Free Application for Federal Student
Aid, designed to simplify the application process for 1998-99. The form will allow you to update only that infor
mation which may have changed, rather than require you to fill out a whole new application.
•WHAT DOES THE RENEWAL APPLICATION LOOK LIKE?

The renewal application looks a lot like the 1997-98 Student Aid Report (SAR) you received this year, but it will
be printed on white paper. It will also include an instruction booklet and envelope for mailing it back to the pro
cessor.
•NOW THAT IT’S HERE WHAT DO 1 DO WITH THE RENEWAL APPLICATION?

Essentially, you treat it like a new 1998-99 FAFSA. Carefully follow the instruction for completion, change those
items which need updating, and leave the others as they are. You and your parents should copy the income and tax
information from completed 1997 Federal Tax Returns or estimate the data required.
•WHEN CAN 1SUBM IT THE RENEWAL APPLICATION TO THE PROCESSOR?

Just like an original FAFSA, you may file this for any time after January 1, 1998. All students must file the Re
newal Application by March 1, 1998 to ensure compliance with our “on time” deadline date.
•WHAT IF 1 DIDN’T RECEIVE A RENEWAL APPLICATION BEFORE JANUARY 1, 1998?

Not to worry! If you have not received a Renewal Application by the end of the holiday break, come by the Fi
nancial Aid Office and pick up a regular 1998-99 FAFSA. The same applies if you misplace the one sent to you.
Duplicate Renewal Applications are not available. The processor will accept either form. Flowever, do not send
both in - just submit one or the other by the priority deadline date.
•WHAT IF I DID NOT APPLY FOR FINANCIAL AID IN 1997-98 BUT WANT TO APPLY FOR AID IN
1998-99?

Come to the Financial Aid Office in CO-321 of College Hall. Pick up a 1998-99 FAFSA and instruction sheet. Be
certain to complete and file the FAFSA by March 1, 1998.
***SPECIAL NOTE FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS***

Proceed as described above and submit the “Institutional Application for Graduate Student Financial Aid - Academic Year 1998-99” by March 1, 1998. This form is available in the Financial Aid Office, College Hall, Room
CO-321.
•FILE THE FAFSA ON OR BEFORE MARCH 1. 1998

Applicants who fail to submit the FAFSA by the MSU deadline date are not guaranteed award notification in time
for Fall 1998 billing (about July 7, 1998) and must be prepared to pay the term bill in full from personal resources.
•1998-99 FAFSA ON THE WEB/RENEWAL FAFSA ON THE WEB

You may now file your FAFSA directly over the World Wide Web! Just go to www.fafsa.ed.gov to file. You will
need the Domestic Release of Netscape Navigator 3.0 or higher, Netscape Communicator 4.0 or higher, or
Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.0 or higher. If you are not sure, FAFSA on the Web will tell you if your browser is
compatible. You may also file a Renewal FAFSA on the Web from the same site (www.fafsa.ed.gov), provided
you live at the same address printed on your 1997-98 FAFSA. Instructions will be provided with the paper re
newal application that you will receive in the mail.
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S elf defense class prepares students fo r attacks
By Tom Boud
Staff Writer
“There are a lot of things you can
do in order to limit the chances of becom
ing a victim,” said Department of Cam
pus Safety and Security (DSS) Lt. Paul
Cell on Feb. 16 at the Spring, 1998 Self
Defense Seminar in Student Center, room
419. Cell headed the seminar with the help
of DSS Officers Vincent Roberson and
Alex N arvaez. DSS O fficer Romel
Evangelista also attended as a self-defense
student. The Feb. 16 class, the first in a
six week series, covered common sense
tips and anti-assault techniques.
"In this course, we will show you
target training. What I mean is, you’ll
learn how to identify weak spots on the
body that you can strike in order to get
out of a dangerous situation. The idea is
to do a technique, and get away from an
attacker as soon as possible. We are not
looking for you to be like Bruce Lee,” Cell
stated.
“When you are being attacked, you
should be thinking, ‘I am not being at
tacked by a 150 pound guy, but rather a
piece of that body.’ Remember, a foot or
a finger weighs a heck of a lot less than
an attacker. Once you think like this,
you’ll find it easier to target pressure
points on the body. My favorite pressure
point is the eye. If an attacker can’t see,
he can’t fight. All you need is to take the
pad or tip of the thumb, and press down
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or in on the eye. You won’t blind him, but
you’ll certainly cause enough pain to
break off an attack,” Cell remarked.
Cell demonstrated the wishbone
technique! This move entailed pulling up
an assailant’s five fingers with both hands,
and abruptly pulling down. Cell also dis
played another technique where one seizes
the area around the voice box and
squeezes hard, thereby causing assailant
to fall to the floor. Concerning assault pre
vention, Cell underlined that exercising
common sense goes a long way in pre
venting attacks.
“Ninety percent of all attacks can be

prevented by learning how to behave
when confronted with a suspicious situa
tion. First of all, go with your instincts.
Usually when your instincts tell you some
thing is wrong, there’s a very good rea
son. I’ve known many victims in my time
who have told me, ‘I knew I should have
done this, but I did that instead,”’ Cell
pointed out.
“Secondly, always walk with confi
dence. It’s very obvious when you are not
confident. People who are not confident
walk with drooped shoulders, or look
around as if they don’t know where they
are going. The average perpetrator is al

ways on the lookout for easy targets. He’s
far more likely to go after someone who
doesn’t look confident. For that reason, it
is important that you acknowledge some
one who looks suspicious. You should
neither challenge him, nor stare at him.
You just should glance at him to show that
you’re not trying to ignore him out of
fear,” Cell observed.
“Thirdly, don’t walk across the
street when you see a suspicious person.
Trust me. If you walk across the street, it
will not stop you from being attacked. All
you arc doing is putting an extra four or
five feet between you and the criminal.
Think about it. All that extra four of five
feet is going to do is show the criminal
that you arc afraid, which will encourage
him to come after you,” Cell illustrated.
On Feb. 17. Crime Prevention Of
ficer Carlos Ortiz said in an interview at
DSS headquarters on Heating Plant Way
that the MSU community needs to exer
cise greater self-awareness. “A lot of the
time, people tend to ignore common sense.
For example, it might seem to be a pain,
but if you’re going to get up for two min
utes, you might as well pick up your stuff
and take it with you. This is one thing I
like to stress at my crime prevention ori
entations that I give around campus,”
Ortiz explained.
“Another problem is that people
tend to leave CD players and cellular
see DEFENSE on p.12

Looking for something to do around Montclair?
By Jennifer Walkup
and Heather Langan
Staff Writers
p ello'Montclair! How many of
you out there are bored with
.what you are doing with your
free time? Well, let us introduce our
selves. We are Hot Spots, and that is
exactly what we are going to give you.
Each week we are going to tell you
fun, new places to go that fall within the
college budget. We will personally
check these places out, give you all the
info that you need, and clue you into
what we thought of the place. We’ll
even tell you how to get there so you
can check it out for yourself.
W e’ll tell you where to relax,
where to have fun, and where to ro
mance. From day trips to night outings,
both local and in the city, we have it all
for you! As the seasons change, so will
Hot Spots. So check us out! Maybe
we’ll see you at the next Hot Spot!
Sit back and relax!

The Sanctuary Coffee House and
Cafe in Little Falls is a quiet, cozy place
to relax and enjoy yourself. This cafe of
fers a wide variety of food and beverages
in a delicious atmosphere. Options
range from appetizing lunches
o f soups, salads, and
quiches to luscious end
ings
in
coffee,
cappuccino
and
a
#
wide va
riety of
desserts.
P ric e s
range from $3-8 for
lunches and only $5 for
desserts.
The Sanctuary also
offers terrific entertainment each
night. Relax to the sounds of classical
acoustic guitar. You can even have your
tarot cards read! Tije lighting is soft the
music is good and the staff is both friendly
and attentive. If visiting the Sanctuary
with friends you will be well accommo

dated. Their romantic tables for two are great place for people of all ages. It is
comfortable as well. There is also a couch a fun night with friends when you have
with a coffee table at the rear of the cafe nothing to do. This restaurant and bar
where you are welcome to relax and en has karaoke every Thursday evening.
joy your experience at the Sanctuary.
You can make a fool of yourself all
Address: 7 Patterson Ave., night long and no one will mind. Have
Little Falls (From 46 west - a great night!
Address: 418 Menlo Park Mall,
take the McBride exit.
Make a left at the stop. Edison, NJ. Take exit off the New Jer
Follow the road down sey Parkway South. Go right at the at
about 1/2 the light. Go straight until you see the
a mile Menlo Park entrance. Enter and fol
until the low the signs in the restaurant!
Hours: Any night but Thursday
r o a d
s p l i t s . for karaoke.
Bear right and Dinner, Just around the corner
the Sanctuary is just up
NauNa’s Little Italy is for good
the block on your right.) Italian food that will cost no more than
Call to sec what’s happening $20.00 for two. It is acute little place
to eat. (They deliver too!) If you
tonight! (973)256-5152
Hours: Tues. & Weds. 11 a.m. to smoke leave those cigarettes behind!
10 p.m., Thurs. and Fri. 11 a.m. to 12 p.m.,
If you have any Hot Spots to
Sat. and Sun. 6 p.m. - 12 p.m. Closed
share with us, you can E-Mail: us at
Mondays.
LanganH@ alpha.m ontclair.edu or
Singing the night away!
Champs Americana in Edison is a GrooveI3@aol.com.
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Nancy Ellson, RN
Director/Nurse Practitioner of Health and
Wellness Center
By James Falstrom
Staff Writer
he looks like she could be
an y o n e’s m other, and in
many ways she is. She
dresses in a professional, yet colorful way
that complements her almost as much as
the smile she always seems to wear. Her
business cards read: Nancy Ellson, RN,
Director/Nurse Practitioner of Blanton
Hall Health and Wellness Center. To stu
dents who have come to see her though,
Nancy is much more than a visionary de
partment head, she is someone willing to
listen to student’s problems who also has
the resources to help them help them
selves.
Her leadership brought us on cam
pus HIV testing last September and has
recently provided Alcoholics Anonymous,
Eating Disorder support groups, and
Planned Parenthood. Cramming all that
plus regular doctors hours into a hidden
maze at the back of Blanton Hall is spectacular considering this is "N urse
Nancy’s” first year at MSU.

S

Nancy grew
up in Drexel Hill, a
suburb of Phila
delphia.
She
graduated from
the University
of Pennsylva
nia School of
N ursing in
1973,
and
went on to earn the title of
Nurse Practitioner in 1978.
ing to MSU last in January of ’97, Nancy
has helped turn Blanton Hall Health and
Wellness Center into a safe haven for
people who are suffering either physically
or mentally.
“We have regular check ups and
doctor’s hours here, but the most impor
tant thing to me is that our patients feel
cared for and cared about,” Nancy said.
Nancy and the staff have at least partially
achieved this goal by starting support
groups for the most common illnessess a
college student is likely to be faced with.
Everything from depression screenings to
the oral HIV test brings the center closer

Nibble O n...

utrition News

to N ancy’s
ideal.
feel that more
students should be taking advantage of the
HIV test,” Nancy admits. Although the
results of the anonymous tests have been
encouraging so far, Nancy worries that the
people most at risk are avoiding the test
because they are afraid of the results.
“Early detection is important so that
we can help the person stay well”, says
Nancy. The test, which is run by a repre
sentative from Saint Joe’s Hospital, re
quires no blood and, like every other
check up at the center, is completely con
fidential. Appointments can be made by
calling 655-7555.

Although Nancy is a firm believer
in putting her family first, she doesn’t let
it stop her from demanding high standards
of herself and the very hard-working staff
at the center. Her son Gregg is 6 and she’s
been married to husband David for 7
years. David, a jazz musician, played at
the opening ceremony of World AIDS Day
last December.
The natural charisma Nancy showed
as a teen led her to consider a career in
acting, but her desire to help others led
her to choose her more practical passion,
nursing. Over the years, she has worked
as an Instructor, an Assistant Professor, a
School Nurse, and she even ran for pub
lic office in Long Island in 1983. Run
ning as a female Democrat in an area that
male Republicans had held for over -70
years helped open Long Island for women
candidates. Although she lost the election,
running alone helped her win her a fel
lowship with the Center For Women in
Governm ent in Albany. As a public
speaker campaigning for issues like safe
sex, Nancy says an active, lively, and logi
cal argument are a must when trying to
make a point a change people’s minds.
As for future plans, Nancy hopes to
add a Narcotics Anonymous group and
maybe even a group for survivors of
sexual abuse. Nancy is an incest survivor
and would like to see help available to stu
dents who’ve survived similar ordeals.
We have a lot to thank Nurse Nancy
for. She’s added so much to our campus
in such short time. Anytime someone feels
sick or even just sick at heart, the center
is there as a refuge for those in need.

"Vitamin C - How
much is enough?"

By Michelle Oleski

doesn’t need will simply be excreted in
the urine. Vitamin C, does have toxicity
symptoms and anyone taking their Cs in
itamin C, also known as ascor supplement form should be aware of
bic acid, has become popular to these. Most are mild in the form of stom
some people as a prevention or ach cramps and diarrhea. To relieve these
treatment for the common cold. Though symptoms, you simply cut back on your
there have been no consistent reports that vitam in C supplem ents. Prolonged
vitamin C can actually prevent or cure a megadosing, can cause kidney stones in
cold, it can lessen the severity and dura people who have existing kidney prob
lems, and can cause false readings on rou
tion of the symptoms.
Since vitamin C is a water soluble tine urine tests . Anyone who takes vita
micronutrient and cannot be stored by min C supplements on a regular basis,
your body, it should be included in your should tell their doctor.
If you wish to increase your vita
diet every day. The Recommended Di
min
C
intake when feeling down with a
etary Allowance is 60 mg. a day, and most
people can meet these requirements by cold, you can safely do so by increasing
drinking a glass of orange juice. In spite vitamin C rich foods in your diet. Remem
of the RDA and inconsistent reports, many ber that vitamin C is a water soluble nu
people still believe that daily megadoses trient and that cooking methods are im
of vitamin C really do keep those cold portant. Boiling vegetables can cause
100% of the C to go down the drain. Con
germs away.
sider
steaming, broiling, baking and stir
So how much vitamin C is really
enough? How much is too much? Most frying as an alternative unless you are
experts agree that intakes should be kept making soup. Below is a list of foods that
under 1000 mg a day during the cold sea can help you to meet or exceed your RDAs
son, and that any excess that the body for vitamin C every day.
Staff Writer

V

Food

Amount

Grapefruit Juice
1 c.
Orange Juice
1 c.
Cantaloupe
1 half
Kiwi
1 whole
Lemon Juice
1 tbs.
1 whole
Papaya
• lc .
Strawberries
Arugula
2 c.
1 c.
Broccoli
1 c. raw
Cabbage
1 whole
Hot green pepper
Sweet red pepper
1 c.
1 baked
Potato
Tomato Sauce
lc .
Tomato Juice
1 c.
1/2 raw
Parsley
Pea Pods
*
1 c. cooked

Vitamin C, mg.
94
124
113
74
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You are

„ in a Dream Date Getaway from New dersey Online and Beaches Resorts. To e n te r, w rite a fantasy essay en at e
-The Best Dream Date” and f i l l

out the e n try form on the NOD Dream Date s ite , www.nj.com/dreamdate.

e

winner. along w ith his or her date, w i ll he sent on an a ll- in c lo s i. e romantic 3 -n ig h t. 4-day hot NOD fantasy
Dream Date weetend to the luxurious Beaches Resorts in N e g ril. damaica. The newest member o f the Sandals
Family, Beaches is the p e rfe c t paradise fo r everyone. Each week the best entry w ill alsp win a p n z e . These
weekly prizes include *100 resta ura nt g i f t c e r tific a t e s , movie passes, NdO hats and mugs. Essay e n tr.e s , by
the way, w ill be posted fo r ALL to read and enjoy.

The Dream

Date Getaway Contest
from

New Jersey Online
www- nj.com

S ta r t massaging those computer keys to d a y .
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The ending of a relationship can sig
nificantly impact our daily lives and alter
our abilities to function as we usually do.
Often there is an overall loss of energy, a
lack of direction or a sense of emptiness
in our typical routines and activities. Af
ter “breaking up” it is common to feel
emotionally overwhelmed and experience
frequent, sometimes uncontrollable, emo
tional outbursts or to become “numb” with
little expression of feeling.
To try to cope with this we some
times try to avoid or deny our feelings.
We may also be preoccupied with our lost
love, withdraw from others and retreat into
fantasy, immerse ourselves in other rela
Experiencing a break-up can create
tionships, work, or use drugs or alcohol
a sense of crisis and trigger a mixture of
to numb the pain and escape the situation.
many intense feeling such as:
These types of reactions and behaviors
4
Confusion (Hd\v did this hap
frequently create deeper despair.
pen? What went wrong?)
The best way to deal with the end
♦
Anger
ing of a relationship is to let yourself
4
Sadness
grieve (feel your sorrow). This is often a
♦
Ambivalence (I’m glad it’s over
significant loss and generates many strong
but I miss her/him.)
and important feelings. It is normal that
♦
Anxiety .
experiencing these feelings is often pain
♦
Depression
ful, frustrating and unpleasant.
♦
Guilt
During the grieving process we can
4
Loneliness
engage in a time of self-reflection. This
♦
Betrayal
can be a rich time in which we leant about
♦
Isolation
ourselves. Try asking yourself these ques
♦
Fear
tions:
♦
Relief
What did you notice about your
4
Rejection/abandonment
self in the relationship?
4
Sense of helplessness or victim
What is positive for you?
ization
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“R elationships P art II
B reaking Up ”
By Dr. Susan J. Herman, Ph.D.
Special to the Montclarion
elationships with others are im
portant to us as human beings. In
our “college years” relationships
take on added significance as you leave
your families and form serious commit
ments with partners. We learn that it is in
those intimate relationships that our
sexual, romantic, companionship, and in
timacy needs will be met.
It is no wonder that we find our
selves preoccupied or consumed with pur
suing, maintaining, ending and recover
ing from the loss of such relationships.
While each of these stages of relationships
can be difficult and challenging, it is com
mon when relationships end or “don’t
work out” that we struggle the most.

R

Conservation Club meets in SC rm 120 at 4pm
'
SAGA: Japanamation lovers meets SC rm 415 at 5:30
Chess in the SC noon, cafe C
Italian American Student Org., 3pm DI seminar room
ebruary 3rd floor

What would you like to change
about you rself or how you handle
things?
Were there repeated patterns or
issues that brought you into this rela
tionship, and/or caused it to end?
Sometimes it is helpful to talk things
through with others (i.e. friends, family,
other support people, or professionals
such as the counselors at Psychological
Services). Putting emotional wounds,
feelings, questions, doubts, and hopes into
words helps to clarify our experience and
assist us in constructing realistic goals or
expectations for ourselves.
Nurture yourself by focusing energy
on activities and interests that comfort or
please you. Try to get back to interests
and preferences you had before the rela
tionship began. Try to rebuild social re
lationships apart from your “ex”. Friends
are a vital source of support. Keep in mind
that some friends deal better with your
feelings than others. Seek them out.
Loss “takes time” to heal. However,
if you let yourself grieve, acknowledge
the loss, focus on learning form your ex
perience, and spend your energy concen
trating on you (i.e. your needs, desires,
feeling and wishes), with time you will
find yourself “moving on”. Whether this
means a new romantic relationship or not,
you will notice you feel differently than
you did in the beginning and realize you
are now doing things differently as well.

Thurs.
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S tart dream ing about Spring Break!

February
Sat/Sun

21/22

Sunday Mass: 11:30 Kopps Lounge and 6:30 in the
Newman Center

<
u

February
Mon.

Montclair Protestant Foundation Chaplain’s Table, SC
lobby 12:30 pm
Alcoholics Anonymous, Blanton Hall, 3:30pm
Feminist Majority Leadership Alliance meeting 4pm "ebruary Women’s center library, 4th floor SC.

23
Tue.

.—

phonesJnside their car in plain view.
When you leave valuables like that in the
open, you tempt criminals. The best place
to store these valuables is in the trunk of
your car, or under the seats. Still yet an
other problem, is that a lot people leave
their dorm doors open. It also goes hand
in hand with faculty and employees who
leave their office doors open. These ac
tions give the criminal opportunity. In
crime prevention, it’s all about teaching
people how to deny the criminal element
opportunity,” Ortiz elaborated.
Ortiz gave an insight on the drug
rohypnol, which has been linked to

WÊÈÊfflÊmHMMÊÊMfa
_______

CO

OSAU Meet Tuesday 7:30 pm SC Cafe C
Players General Membership meetings 6pm in SC Cafe C

Ö

Gallery 3 1/2 meeting Tuesday 3-4pm in Calcia 208.

P -.

GRE & Graduate |
School Admissions |
I_________ S e m i n a r ^

Tuesday, February 17

^February
Wed.

25
Febreary
Thurs.

26
February

keted in the U.S., but is smuggled in
from Mexico. A criminal will insert
rohypnol in a drink, and offer it to an
unsuspecting girl. Then, the criminal
will sexually assault the girl after she’s
knocked out. Rohypnol’s effects usu
ally last from eight to ten hours. It has
an amnesiac effect, so that the victim .
remembers nothing upon waking up.
That’s why I strongly advise people not
to accept open drinks from anyone,”
Ortiz warned.
Ortiz said he is in the process of
organizing a crime prevention lecture
series. Further details will be published
in The Montclarion when they become
available.

7:00pm to 8:30pm
D ouble H elix C lub m eeting, 2pm , 210 Finley
Hall
"A w o m an ’s experience in the law ” SC rm
417, 3pm . call X 5 114 for info
Pick up your copy of the Montclarion!
Conservation club meets SC mi. 120 at 4pm
SAGA: Japanimation Lovers meets SC mi 415 at 5:30.
Chess in SC noon, Cafe C

<
U

;

For more details,
CALL TODAY

(800J2-REVIEW
or email
info.nj@ review .com

M

The Princeton Review
210 River Street
Hackensack

*

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

Local courses fo r the April 4 th GRE s ta rt soon!
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Dean. Quale,
Dear Suzie,
I work part-time and go to school
full time, when I come home from work I
want to study and relax. But, every time
I come home my roommate always has
male company sitting in the room and of
ten times spending the night. For once I
would like to study and get ready for bed
in my own room, instead going to the
lounge to study or going to the rest room
to prepare for bed. She is really starting
to get on my nerves with her constant train
of men in and out of the room. What
should I do?
-Out in the Cold
Dear Out in the Cold,
The first thing you need do is talk
to your room-mate about respect, your
roommate should be aware that respect
ing your privacy, means letting you know
in advance that she is having company.
This does not mean that she should tell
you an hour before they come, this means
letting you know at least a day in advance
so that you can have enough time to make

other
a^
rangcments.y
Secondly,
let
her
now that
when her male
company stays the night it
makes you uncomfortable. Furthermore,
you and your roommate should compro
mise come to some kind of an agreement,
one idea is to alternate weekends, one
weekend you can have company and the
following weekend can be her turn to
have company. If it gets really ridiculous
and she feels that she needs more than a
weekend make a schedule and post it
somewhere in the room that’s noticeable.
On the schedule highlight the days that
you need to study and relax, make sure
that you both agree on the schedule. If
that doesn’t work try something else, but
whatever the agreement is make sure that
both of you come to a common ground,
because the problem can possibly esca
late and the situation can get ugly.
-Suzie

By George Raffa
Staff Writer
The Associate Members of Theta Xi Fraternity in cooperation with the New
Jersey Devils held a raffle for a hockey stick autographed by Devils Defenseman
Scott Stevens. The Associate Members raised $219 in two days. Proceeds from
the ticket sale were donate to Theta Xi’s national service procject for the Multiple
Sclerosis Society. The winner of the hockey stick was an MSU student Adrian
Pocsi, who was present at the time of the drawing to accept her prize.

go your

to Alpine picnic area. (Parking at Al
pine is $4.00 in-season.)
This is a tough hike, but I had to
mention it here because the views
along the cliffs are just breathtaking.
From Alpine parking lot, a gravel road
leads past a white house (Cornwallis
Headquarters) and a monument. Fol
low the very well marked aqua trail.
Be prepared for a long (4 hours),
strenuous hike. Nice on a dry autumn
or winter day but do NOT attempt in
wet conditions due to slippery rocks.
The views are better when there are
no leaves on the trees (winter). The
entire second half of the hike traverses
sharp rocks, so do NOT attempt this
without hiking boots.

By Elisabeth Carrozza_________
Staff Writer
s promised, this week’s col
umn is about where to find
.good local hikes. But first,
a few tips:
- Never, ever hike alone.
- Bring water to drink.
- Bring a snack even if lunch is
not planned on the trail.
- Leave only footprints, take
only memories.
- Dress in layers: your inner
most layer should be a fabric which
will wick moisture (yes, sweat) away
from your skin so you do not get
chilled.
Polypropylene and silk are
good wicking inside layers, and this
is the time of year to get good deals
on long underwear at outdoor stores.
Cotton long underwear (the kind
Mom buys you for the holidays ev
ery year) is NOT recommended since
cotton, once wet, stays wet.
Your outermost layer should at
least protect you from the wind, and
ideally should be waterproof and have
a hood. Waterproof, breathable fab
ric such as Gore-tex (sic) is favored
by many hikers. Always wear two
pairs of socks to prevent blisters. The
inner sock should be lightweight
polypropylene or wool, and the outer
one, thicker wool.

Where To Go, A Few Good Day
Hikes:
Scherman-Hoffman Wildlife Sanctu
aries, Somerset County
287 south, exit 30 B, go straight at
light onto Childs Road. Follow small
brown NJ Audubon signs.
About 265 acres of varied habitat
make Scherman-Hoffman a very special
place for wildlife. Trail maps are free at
Hoffman House, which also houses a gift
shop, collection of mounted bird speci
mens, and a small art gallery. For a longer
hike you can venture into adjoining
Jockey Hollow National Park. SchermanHoffman is THE place to be for spring
migration if you are a birder.

High Point State Park, Sussex
County
route 23, 7 miles north o f Sussex.
The highest point in New Jersey at
1,803 feet above sea level, High Point is
situated along the crest of the Kittatinny
Mountains in the northwest corner of the
state. A short stretch of the Appalachian
Trail runs through High Point Park in ad
dition to the nine other trails which vary
from less than half a mile to over four
miles over rocky terrain. Trails are well
marked. Pick up a trail map at the visitor
center on the south side of route 23,
Palisades Interstate Park
US 9W to exit 2. Follow road to
park headquarters or continue downhill

For more information on these
and other great local hikes, grab a copy
of the book, “Fifty Hikes In New Jer
sey: Walks, Hikes and Backpacking
t
Trips From The Kittatinnies to Cape
M ay,” by S cofield, G reen, and
Z im m erm an,
published
by
Backcountry Publications, Woodstock,
Vermont. I got my copy at CampMor
on route 17 North, a great place to pick
up trail maps and guidebooks. No
matter which trail guide you consult,
MAKE SURE IT HAS BEEN RE
VISED RECENTLY! T rails get
moved to prevent overuse, trail mark
ings change, underutilized trails get
ovetgrown, and it is very easy to get
lost out there with an outdated guide
book.
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Starts With

Experience!
Put yourself on the Path of Opportunity
Come to an information session to learn about

Internships in Washington D.C.
Earn academic credit while you work in a professional environment!
Opportunities for all majors!
Come view our video and have all of your questions answered!
Ms. Heather Fox of The Washington Center
will present information concerning this unique opportunity on
Monday, February 23,1998
12 p.m.- 2 p.m. at Morehead Hall-Student Lounge
Refreshm ents w ill be served!

For more information, call Dr. Delores McMorrin, Campus Liaison at (973)655-4385
The Washington Center at (800)486-8921, e-mail to info@twc.edu, or check out our web site at www.twc.edu!

SUMMER SESSION 1998 FINANCIAL AID
APPLICATION DEADLINE

FEBRUARY 23, 1998
THE 1997-98 SAR MUST BE
RECEIVED BY FEBRUARY 23, 1998
APPLICATION AND INFORMATION ARE
AVAILABLE NOW IN THE FINANCIAL AID
OFFICE, COLLEGE HALL, ROOM 321
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Students across the seas exchange art
Austrian designer Stefan Egger, meetings and assembled a jury of profes
who presented “Function,” a photograph sors, well-known art experts and profes
Staff Writer
of a woman dressed only in computer sionals. The jury selected 15 works from
the 75 student submis
keys, flew in from
ince 1949, the cities of Montclair
sions, the local govern
Graz for the open
and Graz, Austria have enjoyed a
ment provided financial
ing. When asked
relationship of mutual benefit, ex
backing and Ertle and
how he became in
changing their cultures and academics as
her com panions con
spired for this par
well as more than 100 students. Last year, ticular work, Egger
structed the exhibit at the
these “sister cities” took their relationship explained that after
university gallery.
to a new level through the international
Back home, Pro
working for many
art exhibit entitled “Love and Technol long hours at the
fessor Eck joined the
ogy.” Originally opening to very favor
project, setting up a simi
com puter, “you
able response in Austria on May 14,1997,
lar jury which also se
start to think of bet
the exhibit, which features 30 works by
lected 15 student works.
ter things you could
students, from both Montclair State Uni do.”
Eck also oversaw the inversity and Graz University, celebrate the
stallation
of
the
This coop
interaction between love and science.
Montclair
exhibit,
which
erative project is
On February 12, through the efforts
was executed by Gallery
the brainchild of
of the project’s organization committee—
3 1/2 members.
Lisa E rtle, who
including MSU art professor Sabine Eck, graduated in 1997
B e a t e
alumnus Lisa Ertle and Loreny Socas, with a B.F.A. in art Function by Stefan Egger was
Feichtenberger, who is
staff member Allison Fredericks and ex history. Ertle ex displayed at Love and Technology.
now studying at MSU,
change students Beate Feichtenberger and plained that, while studying in
was also instrumental during
Gerald Sutter— the exhibit opened at Graz, she encountered many talented stu the organization process. She solicited
MSU’s Gallery One and Gallery 3 1/2.
dent artists who responded enthusiasti funds from local businesses, helped to set
Committee members, professors, students
cally to her idea. They created an organi up the jury and acquired the artwork.
and other folks were present at the event zation committee which held regular Also, she met with the president of Graz
as well as some of the artists themselves.
University in order to convince him to ac
By Robert Oakes

S

Neither
By Victoria Tengelics
Arts Editor
SU artist Keely McCool links
the past and the present with
her sculpture. McCool is a
Fine Arts major with a concentration in
sculpture and a minor in archaeology.
McCool describes her work “as architec
tural sculpture, or you could think of it as
interior design. It’s kind of like the same
thing but to me instead of saying interior
design I would get more from architec
tural sculpture.”
McCool has always had a passion
for art. “It just expresses how I interrupt
the world and my thoughts and bringing
it all together and expressing it instead of
using words I use visual because I am a

M

Progression by Keely McCool is on display
at St. John’s, Newark, New Jersey.

cept the idea.
Montclair and Graz have “had a 50
year relationship,” said Feichtenberger.
With this project “we have tried to give
the relationship a new dimension, to use
it in a different way.”
The Graz opening was attended by
more than 500 people and was covered
by radio, television and print reporters.
The Graz University president, the mayor,
as well as faculty members of both uni
versities, delivered speeches to the as
sembled crowd.
Ertle said that, though the theme did,
in part, evolve out of the joys and pains
of maintaining long distance relationships
through the internet, it also involves a
more profound relationship between sci
ence and human love.
“I threw out these two seemingly
incongruous themes and told (the artists
that) they could react to it in anyway,”
Ertle said. “I was really happy that so
many people were interested on so many
levels.”
The “Love and Technology” exhibit
will be on display at Gallery One in Life
Hall Annex and Gallery 3 1/2 in the Calcia
Fine Arts Building until February 27.

s,to
n
e iron or wood stops artist Keely McCool
very visual person. Since I was little I
was always sketching...” However, it
wasn’t until she started at MSU that she
decided upon using sculpture as her me
dium. “Now that I know what direction
I’m going in everything is less compli
cated when I can focus on exactly what I
want to do.”
With her talented use of materials,
such as stone, wood, slate and steel,
McCool brings her viewers into the past
without leaving the present. She explains
her love for architecture, “I’m really in
terested in prehistoric architecture and
architecture in general and what I do is I
take my own ideas from the past and I
bring it to the present.”
Artistically, her influences are land
scape artists R obert Smithson and
Michael Heizer and minimal ists/indoor
sculptors Donald Judd, Carl Andre and
Sol LeWitt. Her main inspirations behind
her work are “just going back and look
ing at all this architecture from all these
ruins and stuff....I’m just so fascinated. If
I run out of ideas I just go back and start
looking at the structures and always some
thing comes to mind and then I just work
off that and make it in my own percep
tion, my own idea.”
To fully understand her love for
prehistorical architecture, one must heat
her story of her visit to Pompeii last sum
mer. The look in her eyes revealed pure
excitement as she told me about her ex
perience in the ruins. One of the first

thusiasm that she didn’t
want to leave. The
guards almost locked her
in the ruins since she
kept going from room to
room even after the rest
of her group had already
gone out. This passion
for history is the real
feeling behind her work,
which she passes on to
anyone who has the op
portunity to sec her
work.
K eely M cCool
works in a type of art
called minimal, which
“is taking an idea and re
defining it to only what
is most im portant to
me... I want to focus in
on what is important
and then have the
viewer look at it how 1
interrupt it.”
She wants to give
her viewers a different
perspective and insight
into the past and where
we came from. Progres
sion is a piece, featured
in her current exhibit,
Sparks fly as Keely McCool welds a work of art.
made of railroad ties.
“It’s called Progression
things she did was to lie on the ground because I was taking the idea of the very
and kiss it because she was ecstatic at her beginning of time. We were either using
chance to be there. So much was her en- ____________________M n f t n m r.r>nt n n p 1fl
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aytime drama is getting to be ex
actly that, dramatic. Here is the
latest in the unbelievable plot

lines.

One Life to Live: Nurse Graham
is attacked in the hospital parking lot. Po
lice suspect Todd committed the rape and
arrest him. Tea doubts his innocence at
first. The only person who can give him
an alibi is Blair. Once Blair realizes what
is going on she is thrilled because now
she can have Star. Max warns her about
perjuring herself. Tea comes to talk to her.
Sonya attacked Cassie. Dorian came in
struggled with Sonya. Dorian ended up
hitting her with a statue. Miss Stonecliff
locked herself and Sonya in a room and
set it on fire as Dorian and Mel try to get
in. Ian’s plane crashed and he is left un
conscious fighting for his life.
General Hospital: Mac convinced
Tcss that he was James and that “Mac”
was dead. Once he was gone, she got on
the phone and talked about the assassina
tion plot and pulled out a picture of Jax.
Jax and Ned have a heated discussion
about Jason. Robin missed Jason and
went to "their" bridge. Jason, apparently
feeling the same way. went there too.
They shared a kiss and Robin ran off.
Sarah asked Lucky to go to the Valentine’s
Day dance. Liz decided to go to the mov
ies and stop at the park on the way home.
She was raped in the park by an unknown
assailant.
Port Charles: Rex followed Lucy
and Kevin to the catacombs. Scott and

Eve get extremely close. Ellen realized
that Matt was seriously sick after she saw
his test results. Matt doesn’t want to be
admitted to the hospital and Ellen agrees
to treat him at home. Frank plans to take
Lark to see her mom without Julie.
AH My Children: Jack tries to help
Erica deal with Bianca. He proposes to
her and she accepts. Hayley and Mateo
plan to have a baby and they make love.
Someone prepares to pipe carbon mon
oxide into their room. Kelsey and Scott
decided to take their relationship to the
next level. Meanwhile Ryan tries to se
duce Gillian. Allie and Jake end up in
bed.
The Young and the R estless:
Cassie’s adopted mother comes back to
find Cassie gone. Her mother tries to ex
plain the situation but Alice calls the po
lice and reports her kidnapped. Nick tries
to cover for Grace because she’s been
messing up at work. Victor called Grace
in to discuss Sharon and told her that he
doesn’t think Sharon should see Cassie
anymore. Nick is beginning to wonder
why Sharon wants to be with Cassie so
much. Sharon and Grace have it out yet
again. Jill went to see John about his
idea of fighting for custody of Billy.
As The World Thrns: Jack and
Carly were found and Jack is in the hos
pital after undergoing surgery. Carly tries
to tell Hal about her feelings for Jack but
hesitates because of the fifty million dol
lar baby deal. She hopes that she and Jack
can have the best of everything until the

90.3 FM TOP 20
■ COUNTDOWN
1. Capp N Jazz Alphabetanthology

11. 120 Minutes - Various
Artists

2. Mary Lou Lord - Got No
Shadow

12. Helium - Magic City

3. The Wedding Singer Various Artists
4. Hum - Heavenward is
Downward

13. Samiatn - You Are Freaking
Me Out
14. Bunnygrunt«Jen Fi
15. The Vandalias - Buzzbomb

5. James Iha - Let It Come
Down

16. Rocketscience - The Usual
Ending

6. The Diggers - Mount Everest
7. Halo Benders - The Rebels
Not In

17. Spiritualized - I Think I'm
in Love

8. Mogwai - Young Team

18. Gaze- 7”

9. Promise Ring - Nothing
Feels Good

19. Hot Water Music - Forever
and Counting

10. Salad * Ice Cream

Arts

20. My Favorite Citizen - 7”

doctor tells her that James will not be able
to make a lot of movements for a long
time, which kills her baby plans. Ben shot
Teague and the District Attorney declared
that he would not be prosecuting him.
James and Holden escape from jail.
Guiding Light: Vanessa is still in
a coma and the baby is on the verge of
death. She has an out-of-body experience
and speaks with Maureen who shows
Vanessa the future, should she give up
fighting for her life. She doesn’t really
like what she sees. But Maureen tells
Vanessa that she is the only one who can
reconnect her soul and her body. Michelle
goes back to Springfield to be with
Vanessa and overhears Jesse say he’s over
her. Jesse sees Michelle with Dan and
reads into the situation. Dinah visits
Cassie’s ex-husband Rob Lane. Annie
fails at her attempt to attack Reva, but
Reva arms herself for the next time.
The Bold and The Beautiful:
Ridge and his mother argue about Brooke.
She tries to convince him that Brooke is
only pretending to be pregnant and that
he should talk to Taylor. To everyone’s
surprise Macy proposes to Grant at Spec
tra and he says yes. Maggie is still in
search of ways to get rid of Sheila. She
goes to see Maureen Garvin who is the
widow of Dr. Jay Garvin. Maureen tells
Maggie that Sheila was a suspect in the
murder and that she still believes that
Sheila was responsible for her husband’s
death. Maggie asks to borrow a video
tape of the late doctor.

Sunset Beach: At Caitlin and
Cole’s wedding, Sean tries one more time
to get Caitlin to be honest with Cole.
Gregory and Olivia fussed over their little
girl. Tim wants to set up surveillance of
Ben. Annie tells him he’s being crazy and
to give up his preoccupation with Ben.
Ben claims that he’s feeling sick and Meg
says she’ll go home with him. While
Caitlin tries to get Annie’s help her pad
ding falls to the floor. Gabi talked to
Vanessa about telling Michael about her
mother. Virginia is outraged that Michael
and Vanessa have gotten together and
plots to use Lena to frighten Vanessa.
Another World: Cass saw a resem
blance between himself and the charac
ter, Winthrop Crass, in Felicia’s book
“Embers in the Snow.” Jake tried to go to
Vicky at the lodge but his car gets stuck
in the ice. Shane and Vicky start to cross
the line and get too close. Michael tries
to help Nick, write his wedding vows but
Michael’s thinking more about Donna.
Michael goes to the lodge to search for
Vicky because he promised Jake he would
look after her. Li la searched for the forged
memo.
Days of Our Lives: Kristen calls
Susan. Kristen locks up Sister Mary.
Sami’s beginning to become jealous of
Franco and Hope’s friendship. Franco
takes her out shopping and kisses her. The
evidence from the car wreck suggests it
was Jenn who died in the Fire. Laura plans
to avenge her daughter’s death. A griev
ing Jack blames himself for her death.

Bootstrap Theory entertains
By Gabrielle Wild_________________
Assistant Arts Editor
ast week, I went to check out the
grand opening of the new Com
muter Lounge. As a fellow com
muter, I was pleased to see that MSU has
finally given us lonely commuters a place
to crash. However, I did have a puipose
in going to check out the new lair: I went
to hear Boot Strap Theory play some jazzy
tunes.
Boot Strap Theory is a trio of tal
ented MSU students. The group consists
of Jason Loughlin (guitar/trumpet), Rob
ert Oakes (bass), and Dan Patak (drums).
Both Robert and Daniel are senior English
majors, while Jason is a senior Music
major.
As I sat there eating my free sand
wich and chips and drinking my free
punch, I listened to the sultry sounds of
Boot Strap Theory. Their music is pure
instrumental. They don’t let words get in
the way of their musical talent.
The band played their funky rhythm
with enthusiasm. They seemed to be to
tally consumed with playing their instru
ments. Occasionally, one of the band
members would lift his head up and shoot
a glance at the talkative crowd, but other

L

than that, they just seemed to play on with
one tune leading into another.
A lot of their music had a quick
tempo, but some of their tunes moved at
a slower pace. The band members were
totally in synch with each other. Every
one complemented the other’s musical
styles. There wasn’t one instrument that
stood out, which was cool because it made
the music flow even better.
I highly recommend checking Boot
Strap Theory out next time they play at
MSU. All in all, they are a definitely jazzy
band.

Arts
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The Bogmen break the rules with Closed Captioned Radio
their influences “vary with each indi
vidual” and hit a whole range of styles.
This is evident in the variety on Closed
Arts Editor
Captioned Radio. None of the songs
t’s rare these days for new bands to sound alike, which makes this an excep
come out with a completely unique tional listening experience. The atmo
sound, The Bogmen are the exception sphere at their shows differs depending
to the rule. Formed five years ago in Bos on their location. According to Ryan,
ton this group of six guys has successfully when they play a show in this area the
met the challenge to create “new” music. fans are able to “get more into it.” How
The band eventually moved up to New ever, when they play a new place there is
York City and has become one the city’s “more curiosity, first time viewers ob
serve real closely and are better listen
favorites.
ers.”
.
The Bogmen are: Bill Campion (voRyan
explained
how they got their
cals/guitar), William Ryan (guitar/backing
vocals), Brendan Ryan (keyboards/back- unusual name, “Our singer’s mother was
ing vocals), Clive Tucker (drums), P.J. reading this article about the Bogmen
O’Connor (percussion/backing vocals) and who were dug up from Scotland. At the
Mark Wike (Bass). Their second CD, time we were going for a primitive feel,
Closed Captioned Radio , recently hit the raw, primal.”
Although they take their music se
stands and promises to keep listeners
riously these guys definitely have a sense
awake with awe.
They had some help from the pros of humor. The band has had some hi
on this CD starting with producer Bill larious moments since their formation;
Laswell and help from Godfrey Diamond, one in particular that Ryan shared was
who previously worked with Lou Reed on about a show they did in New Orleans
Coney Island Baby, and Robbie Adams, with the Goo Goo Dolls. During the Goo
who is noted for his work with U2 on Goo Dolls set, singer Bill Campion,
Achtung Baby and Zooropa. The sound is danced naked behind their drummer and
"they [Dolls] didn’t take too kindly to it.”
entirely theirs.
In a recent telephone interview gui Ryan explained, "We were trying to get
tarist, William Ryan described their music their crowd going.”
“Failing Systems” kicks of the CD
as, “Six personalities clashing that some
how melt into one.” He also relayed that with an edge. Bill Campion has one of
By Victoria Tengelics

I
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The Bogmen go on tour the end of this month with new album Closed Captioned Radio.

the most versatile voices I have heard,
able to switch from deep tones in “Fail
ing Systems” to sweet vocals for songs
like “Mexico.” “Mexico” is a jaunty
number that is set to be the first single
released from the CD and will be accom
panied in the near future by a video. Their
lyrics in some songs can be a little ab
stract forcing the listener to use their
brain. “Speedfreak Lullaby” is a very
energized track. One of my favorite songs
off Closed Caption Radio is "Every Man
is an Orphan” because of the exotic tones
it has; it uses drum sounds that make you
feel like you arc at a tribal meeting.

Pearl Jam Yields great results
By Timothy M. Casey
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Editor -in-Chief

ursday, February 19
Class One Concèrto General
M eeting, 4 p.m. in SC Rm. 117
i «L
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Danceworks ’98, M emorial
A uditorium , 8pm, info? x 5 112
A Jersey Cantata, by Bill M esce,
Jr., 12 Miles West, more ir
973-746-7181

Friday, February 20

BSEfk

Monday, February 23
“ Black Experience - A Cry for
World Peace” perform ance by
Ladjamaya, 7pm in the Ratt, $3
for admission, more info? contact
Kertu @ x5740
.

Tuesday, February 24
Tune into 90.3 W M SC-FM for
El Sonido Tropical with DJ
O rlando Ruiz from 7pm to 9pm
Request line; 655-4256

\ February 2$
im ? in the

Saturday, February 21
Danceworks ‘98, M emorial
A uditorium, 8£ifi, info? x5112

Sunday, Februai
orks ‘98, M emorial
nfflÉHilfci. Or,m> info? x5112

Their plans for the future include
capturing the European audiences and cre
ating another record. The Bogmen tend
to be out on the road a lot, but when they
are home they deal with the business end
of music and create new stuff for their next
album. As Ryan says, "when you arc
home creative juices are flowing.” Their
next tour is scheduled to kick off at the
end of this month and they will hit the
south and southwest before returning to
the area. Though before leaving town they
have a show at the Mercury Lounge on
February 25, 1998. Catch them if you can.
it should prove to be a show worth sec-
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grtory Co., M emorial
uditorium, 7:30pm, more info?
x5112

sers, coorte
David W itte^fÉ tìE achem Hall,
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earl Jam’s fifth album might be
their best work yet. The Seattle
b ased
rock band re
leased Yield
and re-estab
lished them
selves in the
rock world af
ter a less than
s p e c ta c u la r
fourth album.
No Code.
Pearl
Jam
has
proven to be
the
only
grunge band
to outlive the
genre while expanding their musical
boundaries. Yield is full of insightful lyr
ics and passionate rhythm. Lead singer
Eddie Vedder does not dominate the al
bum with his awe-inspiring voice. The
guitars of Stone Gossard and Mike
McCready continuously wail powerful
riffs to the beat of drummer Jack Irons
and bassist Jeff Ament.
“Wishlist” is a calm melody that
sings of desire. The sweet guitar sounds
provide a perfect accompaniment of

Vedder’s soothing voice. The lyrics arc
probably the best Pearl Jam has ever writ
ten. “I wish I was the messenger and all
the news was good/I wish I was the pedal
brake that you depended on/I wish I was
the verb to trust and never let.you down."
The only nega
tive thing I could
say about this
song is that it is
too short.
The album
has terrific flow
to it, each song
has a good tran
sition to the
next, making it
an album that
can be listened
to in its entirety.
Pearl Jam seems
to have really
matured and put more thought than ever
into their music.
Pearl Jam is one of the few rock
bands continuing to produce good music
in this age of alternative and hip-hop mu
sic. Their distinct vocal and instrumental
presence has been felt in the music scene
while they insist on playing by their own
rules.
Pearl Jam will be playing at the
Meadowlands on September 8, 1998 and
at Madison Square Garden on September
10, 1998. Good luck getting tickets.
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The Replacement Killers plays like a m usic video
and fast camera action are trademarks of
Antoine Fuqua’s, directing style. Chow
Staff Writer
Yun-Fat’s character is introduced in a
blaze of gunfire, completing a hit on a
he Replacement Killers is a movie sleazy mob character in a Los Angles night
with a lot of firsts. The list tops club. Chow’s acting however, is top
off with Asian film star, Chow notch. His character is hauntingly believ
Yun-Fat, as main character John Lee.
able, as well as his chemistry with Mira
Credited with over 70 movies in the Chi Sorvino. Sorvino’s Meg Coburn is also
nese film market, “The Replacement Kill dynamic and strong, although disappoint
ers” marks his first attempt to crack the ingly, never gets to develop as is also the
American Hollywood scene.
case with Chow Yun-Fat. The story’s plot
Director Antoine Fuqua takes up is written around action, and not interac
the challenge of directing a full feature tion.
length film for his first time. He is cred
Overall, this movie tries to do too
ited as a leader in the music video scene, much with too little. The characters don’t
especially rap. Although not new to the get off the ground, nor does story. Just as
acting scene but still an emerging star, the story and the movie begins to develop,
Mira Sorvino again plays a supporting it’s over. Viewers will walk out of the
role. Unfortunately M ira’s credits are movie theater feeling that they’ve seen
short and filled with less than stellar cam- only half a movie. The setting starts out
cos. However, executive producer John strong, but eventually feels like the char
Woo is the only exception to the inexpe acters are trapped in a cardboard box.
rienced counterparts in "The Replacement There’s only two or three really distinct
Killers.” John Woo has been known for sets. The entire movie is set in a over
his ultraviolet style of film production. shadowed, near futuristic but run-down
Movies like “Hard Target” and “Broken Los Angeles. Every scene is dark which
Arrow” have earned him a popular name makes for a serious and gloomy feel. This
in the action film industry.
compliments the plot because John Lee
“The Replacement Killers” played (Fat) is on the run throughout the movie.
more like a hip-hop video. It lacked a He refuses to finish off his last job which
well-developed story. The opening scene is to kill a detective’s son. Head mobster,
sets the tone for the entire movie. The Mr. Wei, wants the child killed to avenge
viewers are thrown into a scene with the death of his son who was murdered
heavy elements of being a music video. by Stan Zedkov (Michael Rooker) during
Loud techno music, dark cinematography.
By Kristopher LaGreca_________ __
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John Lee (Chow Yun-Fat) and Meg Coburn (Mira Sorvino) prepare for battle.

a drug bust. John Lee’s refusal to kill
Zedkov’s son brings upon him a death
sentence and replacement killers flown in
to finish the job. In Lee’s attempt to flee,
he gets accidentally caught up with
Sorvino’s Meg Coburn and together they
fire more bullets at bad guys then were
fired in Desert Storm. The bad guys, who
fire an equally large amount of bullets,
never seem to hit their target.
Antoine Fuqua’s directing of all this
action deserves a compliment, especially
since this is his first film. His quick cam
era and low angle shots are exactly what
action lovers today are looking for. This
may be the first action I’ve seen with ef
fective use of suiround sound. Shots rang
from all around the theater. However,

T h e B ritish beat th e Pulp o u t o f m e
By Lynette Surie
Staff Writer
ulp m akes my ears
bleed. I have never
heard a more terrible
CD than their Freaks album.
The pain that the editors and I
had to endure while listening
to the album in our
Montciarion office was unbe
lievable!
The opening track laid
the groundwork for the entire
titled, “Fairground,” it showed

P

named their album
Freaks. Picture a freak
show with the guys in the
middle as the main at
traction. Ouch! As I sat
laughing hysterically
with the members of the
staff and the “Augh! Ha,
Ha, Ha, Ha, Ha, Ha, Ha”
of “Fairground,” I had to
block the images out of
my head for fear of death
ALASTAIR INDCE/VELVEL
Pulp makes listeners
via lounge singer.
But it got better ...
CD. En- Not! My favorite song of the whole alwhy they

bum was track number four, “Master of
the U niverse.” It is the superficial
person’s theme song. It is the epitome of
self-centeredness. The most amazing
thing of all is that even though this is the
most tone deaf of all tracks - 1 liked it the
most. Call me self-involved.
Even though the overamplified an
drogynous sound of Pulp is unbearable, I
still would buy the CD, make that the tape
version, of Freaks just for a laugh. I defi
nitely would drive around campus blast
ing the “Augh, Ha, Ha...” just for kicks
and play it while I baby-sit to torment the
youngins.

since the movie doesn’t pull you in, the
suiTound sound effects fail to be fully po
tent.
Collectively, viewers are left with
a movie that fails to be fully potent. The
dialogue is ineffectual and falls short of
stimulating character growth. However,
the ironic idea of a hit man failing to com
plete a job and being hunted by other hit
men strengthens the characterization.
Sound and music strengthens what is lack
ing in the setting department. Finally, di
recting and cinematography make up for
the lack of the story and conflict develop
ment. There is a potential in “The Re
placement Killers” but unfortunately, it
never quite shows through it’s dark mu
sic video-like world.
...i i i i i iri iT iiii y ........
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wood or stones to build our homes, our
architecture, our buildings and it’s called
's

'

Keely McCool plans to receive her
masters degree and then go on to design
school. From there she would like to de
sign furniture while working on her own
art on the side. Her work is currently be
ing shown, along with artists Fabio J.
Fernandez and Seth Nagelberg, at St.
John’s in Newark. The show will run un
til February 28, 1998.
Keely McCool has fascinating
works that make you think about exactly
what is going on now and relate it to the
D£LSt.

THEATRE SERIES
D ep artm en t of T h eatre and D ance
“ et

Soivido T ro p ic a l” S

O tazc I t t p Q t o p 5

1. La Banda Gorda - Alegre Y
Triste

1. Timbaland & Magoo - Clock
Strikes (remix)

2. Grupo La Bomba - Mi Nena

2. Busta Rhymes - Rhymes
Galore

3. Cana Brava -LaQ uieroP a'
Mi:
.

_

.

...

3. DMX - Get At Me Dog
4 rannadonna - Slam Editorial

‘

stone to wood or wood

-presents-

‘9 8
February 19, 20, 21 at 8 p.m.
February 20 at 1 p.m.
February 22 at 2 p.m.

MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM
Call (973) 655-5112 for reservations
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Sunday, March 1,1998

Any Bed

*

Make your appointment today!

Extended Hours
8am - 6pm
k 'v

Notice: One day only!!!
Must present this ad, NO EXCEPTIONS!
One ad per person, not valid with any other offer.
Offer good only with this card.
Offer NOT valid before or after 3/1/98
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* W EDNESDAYS
• EVERY THURSDAY •
F R E E LÈVE S H O W S
& * 2 ° ° IMPORT PINTS
THURSDAY, FEB. 19
11 PM START

0 0 0 0 0 0 t c e Nbejcvers

orywater

THURSDAY, FEB. 26
11 PM START

MÀÇ
PFD
C lr t j IC tU

STAB(FROM
CITY
NYC)

THURS., MAR. 12

THURS., MAR. 5

1 He
y u u .

k h ie w

11 PM START

SKELS

11 PM START

• FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS •
E R

HE ABILITY TO STOP CHILD ABUSE
I IS FINA LLY AT OUR FIN G ER TIPS .
Now there’s a way you truly can help stop child abuse. By
simply lending your support to a new kind of prevenUon program.
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$100 Bar Drinks & Coors Drafts Till Midnight
DJ Spins the Smart Dance Mix
OPEN WENESDAY - SATURDAY TILL 3 AM

[

“Only 10 Minutes From School!”

it can begin. We’re already achieving unprecedented results, but

D irections from campus: Rt. 3 East to Passaic Ave.
Nutley/Passaic exit, go right off ramp, go three traffic lights &
make a left, (Van Houten Ave.) Go to first traffic light,
make a right onto Broadway. Loop is on right.

we need your help where you live. Call 1-800-C H I L D R E N. And

3P 3 BROADWAY PASSAfC PARR. M J 9P3-36S-0S0?

learn how close at hand the solution to child abuse really is.

Check us out on the web!

THE M O R E YOU H E LP THE LE S S T H EY HU RT.

www.looplounge.com

A program that teaches new parents how to deal with the stresses
that lead to abuse. One that interrupts the cycle of abuse before
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N a t i o n a l C o m m i t t e e to P r e v e n t Child A b u s e
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Do you think we should go
to war with Iraq?
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If you always
do what you
always did,
you’ll always
get what you
always got.
Unknown
In the midst
of winter, I
found there
was within
me, an
invivcible
summer.
Albert Camus
No pessimist
ever discov
ered the
secrets of
the stars, or
sailed to an
uncharted
island, or
opened a
new heaven
to the hu
man spirit.
Helen Keller
All animals
are equal,
but some
animals are
more equal
than others.
George Orwell
"Animal Farm”

Students

IFC plan freezes new fraternities;
Tau Delta Phi is denied their charter
Amidst a hail of controversy, Greek Council granted interest group status to a new fraternity.
After nearly two years of overcoming all the obstacles Greek Council had been placing in front of
them, it seemed as though Tau Delta Phi was finally one crucial step closer to their ultimate goal:
official recognition as a fraternity by the Student Government Organization and a national charter.
All of Tau Delta Phi’s hard work appeared to be paying off.
However, a recent motion passed by Greek Council has put the fraternity out of the running once
again. The motion is the brainchild of the Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC), the sub-house of Greek
Council that governs MSU’s eight social fraternities. The motion puts a ''cap” on the members of the
IFC because of poor rush numbers. The IFC believes the Greek Council should focus on strengthen
ing the existing fraternities before they try to establish new ones.
The IFC cited their plans for reorganization as a key reason for their bill to cap fraternity expan
sion. However, no one has seen any plan for this alleged reorganization. Does anyone really believe
that the individual fraternities are interested in helping one another? A more likely scenario is that the
fraternities are banding together simply to make sure that no one can threaten them in their time of
weakness.
In effect, the fraternities of IFC are trying to stop other organizations from starting because they
aren’t getting enough members. In reality, if the IFC fraternities were doing what they were supposed
to be doing, they wouldn’t be having any problem at all. When was the last time you heard of any
thing positive from an IFC fraternity? When was the last time you saw a rush flier without a reference
to alcohol, parties, or women? It seems as though the time is right for a new kind of fraternity that fills
the void created by the IFC.
Tau Delta Phi just might be the missing piece of the puzzls. in the IFC. In their brief time at
MSU, the fraternity has prided itself on two main points. First, Tau Delta Phi has a strong commit
ment to community service. According to the fraternity’s vice president, Vincent Rubin, the group
has logged more than 100 hours of service at St. John’s Soup Kitchen in Newark. The fraternity was
also pivotal in a joint project with the New Jersey Institute of Technology chapter of Tau Delta Phi to
build a playground for children. When was the last time you saw community service on a rush flier?
Also, Tau Delta Phi prides itself on its ethnically diverse ties. While the IFC fraternities seem to
only associate with a select group of sororities, Tau Delta Phi has had a number of functions with
members of other sub-houses. Tau Delta Phi could possibly benefit the IFC by breaking new ground
and making contact with organizations that typically would not be associated with them. Why would
the IFC want to stop a fraternity with so much potential? A new fraternity with a fresh idea could
kick-start the slumping IFC.
The saddest part of all is that there is no way for Tau Delta Phi to appeal the decision. Greek
Council has a monopoly on who can and who can’t be a fraternity. It is terribly unfortunate that an
elitist group can get together to assure their own security at the expense of others. Who looks out for
the individual in this situation?
This is merely a temporary cap. The bill only extends to the end of the semester. Next year, Tau
Delta Phi will be given another opportunity to get the charter that they truly deserve. Will Greek
Council pass another bill to stop that as well? Now that there is a precedent for it, Tau Delta Phi will
be forced to fight harder than ever to keep Greek Council for shutting them down for good. Instead of
inviting an organization with a fresh perspective, the IFC is laying the groundwork for the deteriora
tion of relations between Greek organizations.
ft 9 *

Daniel Hawthorne-Biology
The whole situation with Iraq is
just a cover up of the president’s
affair with Monica Lewinski. He
figures that if he acts tough with
another country he will be made
out to be a martyr and the whole
sex scandal will be forgotten.
Phil Brown-Sociology
We should show them how
strong we are and blow them
away so we never have to deal
with a reoccurrence of the Gulf
War. Every time Saddam gets
bored he threatens the USA with
war.
Justin Potts-Elementary Ed.
This issue should try to be
resolved peacefully. If Saddam
eventually chooses not to
cooperate with us we should
bomb the hell out of them.
Elizabeth Alien-Psychology
I do not think Clinton is really
serious about going to war with
Iraq. He wants the US to hold
their breath until Clinton makes
a decision. I think he thinks that
if he pretends he is thinking about
going to war with Iraq, the
A m erican people will have
nothing but respect for their
beloved leader and forget about
the fact that he carried on an
extramarital affair while being
not only m arried but also
president.
Bobbi McGoldrick-Psych.
Saddam Hussein is purposely
antagonizing us. He is not
serious about going to war, he is
just in need of publicity. He is
probably laughing at this country
because we are taking him way
too serious. I mean, are we really
serious about going to. war?
Peter Toms-Undeclared
Personally I think the US is not
getting the full story. There is a
lot of propaganda in the news
here. We do not know the full
story of Iraq. This situation is
definitely one-dim ensional
because Americans are forming
their own opinions but not
getting
all
the
correct
information.
Marvin Brown- Poli. Sci.
Iraq knows that they are playing
games with us and we are letting
them. We should bomb them and
let
Saddam
suffer
the
consequences of threatening a
nation such as ours.

See IRAQ, on p. 23
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Root, root, root for the home team, please?
MSU athletics could use some support

f * i
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By Timothy M. Casey
Editor-In-Chief

ey Sportsfans! In case you haven’t noticed (and
judging by the attendance, you haven’t),
Montclair State University has one of the finest
Division III athletic programs in the country. It is a shame
that the stands are empty while our student athletes
represent our institution.
The students competing in our 24 different sports
deserve recognition for the difficult task of managing
academics and the year-round demands of playing a sport
at the collegiate level. At least, they deserve to hear ap
plause after hitting a game winning home run or scoring
a goal in overtime.
At this level of competition, there are not any schol
arships to lure the top athletes in the country. Instead,
MSU attracts athletes that have a desire to compete purely
for the love of their sport. This says a lot about the char
acter of the people involved in these programs. Why
would anybody play field hockey at MSU? Obviously,
because they want to participate in a sport they enjoy. If
you go down to any sporting event on campus, you will
find highly dedicated individuals, talented at their sport.
So why is it that MSU students do not attend our
games? Are the sports not popular enough? I don’t know
too many people that don’t enjoy watching at least one
of the sports at MSU at a higher level. Are tickets too
expensive? Nope, they’re free for students. Are our
teams incapable of competing? Well, MSU has won four
national championships at the Division III level. Are
the players not talented enough? MSU has had over 200
All-Americans in its various sports. Do the players have
no future beyond college? MSU Alumnus Sam Mills
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played in the NFC championship for the Carolina Pan
thers in 1996.
In 1978, the women’s basketball team reached the
final four, led by Naismith Basketball Hall of Fame in
ductee Carol Blazejowski, who also was a member of
the 1984 Olympic team. From what I have gathered from
speaking to alumni from that era, the stands were packed
for the women’s game, then everyone would leave be-

Off-campus publicity is
great, but on-campus
marketing should be a top
p r^

fore the men’s game. When the team played in the na
tional championship tournament, dozens of students
traveled to California to cheer for the team. The cam
pus radio station broadcast the game live by telephone.
The cheerleading squad has been at the games.
Why do those students practice all year to perform at
games when nobody is there to see them? Because they
are dedicated to a sport they love. These students must
feel some sort of school spirit. They are not going on
to be professional cheerleaders. They don’t get their
pictures in the paper. The athletic program should re
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ward the cheerleading team for their efforts. Instead,
they don’t even have an office. That must make it diffi
cult to recruit new members.
I wonder what high school athletes must think when
they visit any game on campus. The lack of fan support
doesn’t reflect positively on the entire university. MSU
would have an easier time recruiting players if there were
fans at the games. That would lead to future success,
which might attract better players and more fans.
MSU contends for NCAA regional and national
titles every year. Last year the softball team finished
second in the entire nation in the NCAA World Series.
The Montclarion, Newark Star-Ledger, and Bergen
Record all provided coverage and schedules for anybody
to read. However, I didn’t see many fans at those games.
That’s too bad really, you missed a great season.
My high school had larger attendance at home foot
ball games than MSU. Most high schools do. What
ever happened to school spirit? Ever hear of rooting for
the home team? If you would rather go home and watch
college basketball on ESPN than see a classmate dis
play true sportsmanship on your own campus, go ahead.
You should at least check out one game during your time
in college, you just might enjoy it.
Part of the reason for poor attendance at MSU sport
ing events falls upon the athletic department. While they
do an excellent job marketing the program off campus
to the media, the sports program is not adequately mar
keted towards the students who fund it. Perhaps, sched-

See ATHLETICS, on p. 23

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR...1

The controversial flier saga goes on
To whom it may concern.
The Brothers of Zeta Beta Tau Fra
ternity would like to respond to a letter
that was printed in last week’s issue of
The Montclarion in regards to one of our
rush fliers. On our flier, there was a car
toon picture of a woman dressed in un
derwear standing in front of a skeleton
with her back exposed. The first thing
we would like to address is that the woman
depicted in the flier was not nude like the
letter suggested. The definition of nude
is to be completely unclothed, and the
woman did have clothes on.
Among other things the article ac
cuses us of sexism. Sexism is the eco
nomic exploitation and social domination
of one sex by the other. This accusation
is unfounded, not to mention ludicrous.
To make such an accusation of an entire
organization merely on the basis of a car
toon rush flier is absurd. The brothers of
ZBT are not about dominating women. In
fact, last semester our fraternity took part
in a national walk-a-thon and raised sev
eral hundred dollars for women suffering
from breast cancer. We did this not be
cause we had to, but because we wanted
to. along with calling us sexist we were
also charged with promoting rape, as the
letter went on about date rape facts and
statistics. In no way, shape or form do we
condone rape nor did we ever state that
sex was a reward for guys who join fra

ternities.
What was even more offensive than
our flier was the use of vulgar language
contained in the article. Frankly, we were
surprised the staff of The Montclarion
didn’t edit the letter before printing it. It’s
disturbing that the letter was written on
behalf of the Feminist Majority Leader
ship Alliance. You would think any for
mal organization would have written in a
more professional and appropriate man
ner. The problem is that feminists like
Charlene Haug (the author of the letter)
look for any little reason to get up on their
soap boxes so they can preach their non
sense. Perhaps, Charlene, you should
enroll in less of these male-bashing femi
nist courses and take more classes that will
broaden your prospective and provide you
with the social skills required to live in a
diverse society. Just think, if your orga
nization put as much time and effort into
real problems that face our society as you
did into our flier you could really make a
difference that matters.
Despite what some feminists would
have you believe, we are not a bunch of
sexist pigs and date rapers. If anything,
we may be guilty of bad judgment and
poor taste. If we in fact offended any
body, male or female, by our flier, we truly
apologize.
Sincerely,
The Brothers of ZBT
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By William J. Gibbs Jr.
Editorial Columnist
t’s Friday afternoon. After a busy week of being
engrossed in your academic pursuits, you decide to
go away for the weekend. You pull your car up to
your residence hall to load it up, then you go inside to
finally finish packing your luggage. Then, when you
opt to change into more comfortable attire, you hear an
announcement over the intercom system.
In the announcement, you hear the license number
of your car. that you just purchased, brand new. six
months ago. You learn from the desk assistant’s an
nouncement that your beloved vehicle has just been hit!
Immediately, you finish dressing yourself and run down
to the front desk as fast as you can.
This horrific tale was only part of what happened
to Freeman Hall resident, Leslie Helms, last Friday af
ternoon about 3 p.m. When she came down to the desk
to ask the desk assistant who hit her car, she told her that
it was hit by maintenance.
Ms. Helms then asked which maintenance worker,
and she was informed that the man in question was stand
ing right behind her.
When the maintenance worker, Fred was con
fronted by Ms. Helms about hitting her car he could only
say, "I was not paying attention and I hit your car.” No
tice that he did not apologize.
After he had hit Ms. Helms’ 1997 Pontiac Grand
Am GT. Fred called Campus Safety and Security. Shortly
after, they arrived on scene to assess the situation. Ms.
Helms was informed by the officer on the scene that she
could pursue this matter through the University insur
ance policy that is handled by the State of New Jersey.
When it was all said and done, Fred caused ap
proximately $ 1200 in damage from backing into the right
side of Ms. Helms’ vehicle. This includes a broken side
minor, shattered right window, and the scratches and
dents to the right side of her vehicle.
This area (the loading area/fire zone in front of
Freeman Hall) has been cited by many as unsafe. There
has been ongoing pressure from myself and a few others
to install a guardrail in front of the ditch to prevent ve
hicles from driving into it. Towards the end of last month,
a young lady backed her truck into that ditch and she
had to call for a tow truck to help her. Fortunately for
her, she had AAA coverage that paid for the towing, but
what if she hadn’t.

I

It is time to fix our campus
Other vehicles have backed into this ditch before.
With inclement weather, chances of such an accident
increase. Not only could a vehicle get stuck, but if the
driver was to back in at just the right angle or speed,
they could also topple over causing serious injuries.
I am sure that Montclair State University does not
wish to involve itself in a lawsuit. This is why last year,
I took it upon myself to go to Lee Wilcox, at that time
was our Vice President of Student Development and
Campus Life, to ask him about a guardrail or at least
some protection from this ditch. I was told that he would
take care of it before he left. Well, Lee YOU LIED to

After ally it's our money.
Shouldn’t we be made
aware o f where it is going.
me, and the 10,000 plus students that paid your salary!
Fellow students, you should be appalled at the
amount of careless, negligence and apathy that are in
volved in the infrastructure of this university. I am sure
that like myself, you all wonder what exactly does go on
behind those closed doors in our lavishly furnished ad
ministrators’ offices, with the solid hardwood desks and
the Queen Anne chairs. Oh, and let’s not forget the Berber
carpeting in the President’s Office, which is of the love
liest shade of crimson.
Unfortunately, our tax dollars are like our minutes
on this earth; once they are wasted, you cannot get them
back. We pay all of this money for a quality education
and a comfortable living environment. We pay for a team
of maintenance workers that are “supposed to” care about
others around them (this may not be within the job de
scription, but it is implied).
We do not get these things, instead we get renova
tions done to College Hall. Ladies and gentleman, the
new bridge is looking great with its little white stone
columns, and let’s not forget those glass lanterns they

installed on Monday, but don’t you think that it is about
time our money was spent properly?
If one really wishes to renovate College Hall, why
isn’t anything done about the structural cracks in the fa
cade. Fix those before putting in new copper rain-gut
ters. This palatial nerve center of our campus is begin
ning to become a symbol of the elitist establishment that
vacuums our pockets clean, right down to the lint.
Then we can comment on the alarm system in Free
man Hall. Just how many times has one seen trucks
from Fire Alarm Service Corporation outside to service
the system? But still on Monday, the alarms went off
again during dinner time. More wasted money.
Maybe they’re putting our money into fixing Bohn
Hall. Nope, not there either. On the facade there are
structural cracks and paint peels that could swallow the
late Andre the Giant.
Maybe to further drive home our point, one could
take a look at the bathrooms in Freeman Hall. With their
8 1/2" x 11" shower curtains, lack of ventilation, crack
ing floor tiles, and showers in which the hot water takes
shifts. But I guess that this is the price one pays for
peace and quiet. Sometimes it gets so quiet that 1 can
hear the paint peeling from the ceiling above me.
I encourage all of you who arc reading this right
now to flood these campus offices with phone calls, urg
ing them to tell you where exactly your (or your par
ents’) hard earned money really goes. But you might be
just as unsuccessful as I have been. I asked Lise Green,
Assistant to the President for a detailed summary of our
fiscal year budget. The information I was given could
have been written on a drink napkin at Applebee’s! If
you’re reading, Ms. Green: I’ll still take it. As a matter
of fact, I invite you to have the upcoming budget request
published in The Montclarion. When you do this, be
sure to include salaries (with increases), what amounts
are going into renovations, and a breakdown of every
single nickel and dime. After all, if it’s our money.
Shouldn’t we be made aware of where it is going?
I am not saying that I hate this university. Actu
ally, I like it, which is the whole reason I write this col
umn. I always submit with the hope that I can actually
bring forth needed improvements to our campus. But if
the problems persist, MSU will begin to stand for Much
Stupidity Unfortunately.

• All letters must be typed, preferably on disk or
via e-mail.
•Please keep letters to a single topic which is
relevant to the issues at hand.
• Once received, letters are property o f The
Montclarion and may he edited for length,
content and libel.
• Letters will not be printed unless they are
signed, include the author’s name, major, and
social security number. The last item is used for
verification only.
• Only one letter by an author will be printed
each month.
• All letters must be submitted by Monday at
6:00 pm. Any correspondence received after
that time will not be considered for publication
in that week’s issue.
• Letters may be submitted through e-mail to
Flannerye@alpha.montclair.edu or sent to the
Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor, MSU,
113 Student Center Annex, Up. Mtc., NJ 07043.
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M O R E L E T T E R S TO THE E D IT O R ...

A “m odest” proposal concerning cloning
I don’t know about you, but I’m all
upset about this cloning thing. We’ve got
to do something to ensure that we normalbred people aren’t overrun by clones. All
we need is to have a hundred thousand
little H. Ross Perot clones running around.
Terrifying thought, isn’t it?
The Roman Catholic church has
come out against cloning. That’s a good
thing—but are they prepared to go the next
step? How about denial of sacrament to
anyone bom of cloning? Why should we
normal-breds have to share a Mass with
those clones?
I’ve noticed that it can be difficult
to tell a clone from a normal-bred. Just
the other day, I spotted a young white child

that sang and danced to Motown classics.
That could only have been the clone of
Michael Jackson. But how to be sure? I
propose that every clone be required to
wear an orange ‘C ’ on their lapel. That
way, we can all know who the clones are,
and treat them accordingly.
Perhaps it would be good if we gave
clones a special place to live, so that they
could be only with their own kind. We
could provide them with special schools
and teachers. Lord knows, it wouldn’t be
fitting to have them in school with nor
mal-bred children.
Maybe we should restrict them from
having certain jobs. The fact that they’re
clones would make them a liability in any

position sensitive to National security.
Clones should therefore be banned from
the military, and any civilian job requir
ing “sensitive” information. We will need
an “Office of Clone Affairs” in the execu
tive branch, to help us deal with any inci
dents in the clone ghettos. You know how
THEY can get. Without our influence,
they would barely be civilized.
Of course, it’s only a matter of time
before we will empty the ghettos, ridding
ourselves, once and for all, of the abomi
nation to humanity that clones represent.
Only then can we have the perfect race.
Charles Kmg, Jr.
Senior CS student

Positive experiences fo r a Student Center, em ployee
This past Saturday morning, I at
tended a very educational meeting. In this
meeting I learned more priceless informa
tion than I would have absorbed in a cred
ited course. Not only was I encouraged
to give life in general a positive attitude,
but I also learned important people skills
that I will carry with me throughout my
professional existence. “Where did you
obtain this important information?” you
ask. At the Student Center Staff Training
workshop, of course!
Manny Kohli, Assistant Director of
the Student Center, gave a motivational
speech on how to turn virtually any diffi
cult customer service situation into a posi
tive experience through proper work dis
position. Manny spoke to us about team
work and how to serve this campus and

project a promising future for our univer
sity. I and my fellow staff members (Vic
tor Cirilo, Stephanie Cassidy, and Rebecca
Ridgeway) actively participated by mak
ing brief presentations, role playing and
discussing communication skills with the
entire staff.
People say that we are considered
an “inner city campus”. As a matter of
fact, it should encourage us to try harder
at our service skills. After all, the United
States of America is developing into a
service economy.
Being that I am a fairly new Assis
tant Building Manager, I was delighted to
find a group of people on this campus as
positive as the Student Center Building
Management staff. Walking away with

what I had learned in just a few hours con
vinced me to try even harder at providing
customers with the best service I could
provide, regardless of their attitude.
Thank you to all of the staff members that
made me feel welcome, and especially
Manny for helping us all realize that our
job is more than making a few dollars an
hour. That is a theme I will always take
with me regardless of how trivial a job
may seem. Nothing is insignificant, ev
erything is a learning experience if we
have the right attitude. It is a win-win
situation. The more you put in, the more
you get out!
Check us out at the Information
Desk!
Valeric Eurell-Assistant Manager

New computer labs are o f no use to students
if all the computers in them are broken
Has anyone been to any of the ap
proximately ten computer labs? Well, I
have and let me inform you of the situa
tion. Yesterday, I went to the computer
lab at Sprague Library. At first, I was
pleased to see new Compaq screens, but
to my amazement, the majority of the
computers on one side of the computer
lab were not functioning. The problem
was either printing, a broken mouse, some
apllications were down or they were just
fiat out broken! What is the sense of go
ing to a computer lab if every computer

IRAQ, cont from p. 22
Brian Bird-Elementary Ed.
We should stop playing children’s games
with Iraq and just bomb them.
Peter Japlinski-Undeclared
I do not think we should go to war. The
only reason why we want to go to war is
because we want to prove to Iraq that we
have a better chance winning because of
our technology. If a war started it would
not be a legitimate one because we won’t
be fighting over anything worthwhile- we
will be fighting just to show off our guns.

in there is broken? At first, we did not
have a sufficient number of computers on
campus and time availability was a prob
lem. What did the university do to re
solve complaints from its student body?
They decided to make more computer labs
and place them in the Student Center and
the dorms. The problem now is we have
these “extra” computer labs and extended
hours to make use of but what good is it if
every computer is defective. The com
puters are not only defective in the library.

but go to any of the dorms who have ap
proximately five to eight computers and
about half of the computers in the room
have an “Out Of Order” sign posted on
them. I agreed with the creation of more
computer labs and the extended hours, but
what good is it to us if they aren’t taken
care of properly and all of them are bro
ken, thus creating the same problem again:
long lines and limited computers.
Alma Muniz
Biology Major

Students Speak Out: Do you think we should go to war with Iraq?
Thomas Lopiccolo-Business
We should stall as long as possible so we
can give ourselves a chance to come to an
agreement with Iraq. I think striking right
now would not make us look good
because it would prove that we are a hottempered country, not a country who
wants peace and wants to compromise.
Larissa Morrell-Undeclared
Americans are not taking war with Iraq
too seriously. Everyone is too considered
with Monica Lewinski and whether the

President really had an affair with her or
not. As a nation we show no concern for
war- just for Monica.
Carla LaCapra-Undeclared
We should not go to war. Every thing on
TV has more to do with the President’s
alleged affair- not Saddam. What is really
a shame is that Americans know more
about Monica Lewinski than about the
situation with Iraq. We could be at the
brink of going to war and no one really
cares.

Start supporting
your Red Hawks
_______ CASEY, cont. from p. 21
ules should be mailed to all undergradu
ate students. The athletic department
should start filling the stands now, or
the new stadium will feel very empty.
With high attendance figures, the school
could make money through advertising.
It’s time that students make sure
that they get their money’s worth. It
would be a great investment to post all
home sporting events at all MSU en
trances and on campus. If the athletes
recruited fans with the same energy that
other student organizations recruit new
members, we might see some faces in
the stands other than the players’ par
ents.
Really, it’s the same story every
year. This column won’t fill every seat
in the house. If I had the answer, I’d
probably be the athletic director. The
administration and athletic department
are obligated to the campus community
and alumni to boost school spirit
through promoting the athletic program.
Off-campus publicity is great, but oncampus marketing should be a top pri
ority.
The past two fall seasons were
host to pep rallies prior to the annual
homecoming football game. This year,
the basketball teams held “Midnight
Madness” to kick off their seasons.
Both events had lackluster student turn
out. This year’s pep rally had a decent
attendance, only because the Grcek-letter organizations came out to see who
the Homecoming king and queen final
ists were. The athletic department
should have seen this as an opportunity
to keep students interested in the pro
gram.
It seems that nobody cares that the
students whose money funds the pro
gram don’t come to the games. The “If
You Build It, They Will Come” theory
doesn’t apply to this campus. You have
to actively promote any type of pro
gramming for it to be successful.
If the current trend holds true, the
new baseball stadium will be a lonely
place. I’ll be taking photos for the pa
per, I hope to see you there too.

Correction!!!
In last week’s issue of The
Montclarion, two letters
were published wiythout
the authors’ names. “A
fan defends Howard
stern” was written by Alan
Smith. “Is Valentine’s Day
a positive holiday” was
written by The
Montclarion’s newest
opinion columnist, Jose L.
Guzman III. The
Montclarion apologizes for
any inconvenience.
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Social Subliminal Message m Go and buy me shill. Thank you.

Written this week by a psychic cat™

THE END IS NEAR!

(John J. O’Sullivan is still recovering from Valentine’s Day.)

(Somebody get the beer.)
TIMOTHY M. CASEYAONTCLARJON

by John J. O ’Sullivan

having kids having kids. You have sports
announcers
wearing frilly Victoria’s Se
Bitter Section™ Columnist
cret underwear and lacy teddies while bit
ing women’s backs. You have tobacco
"It's the end o f the world as we know it,
companies
swearing that cigarettes are
and l feel fine!”
good
for
you
with 100% RDA of freakin’
-R.E.M.
Vitamin B 12! The President went around
and
got lucky with a twenty-one year old
here used to be some guy who I
intern.
Great shit! I love it! It’s great
saw every day walking up and
entertainment
if you can successfully
down Route 23 with a clapboard
placard over him, announcing that "THE separate yourself from the rest of society.
KINGDOM OF HEAVEN IS N E A R - It isn’t really hard to do: Watch televi
APRIL 1993.” In addition to those words, sion. You’ll swear that you’re an alien, a
there were pictures of God, Hell, Heaven, squirrel, or a tree. Being called a human
and Biblical quotes all over this guy. See is an insult to any sapient being after look
ing him every day brought a certain sense ing at the WB.
I don’t watch much TV anymore
of closure to the day, even if it meant The
because
of this. For me, it’s down to The
End was rapidly approaching.
History
Channel,
TLC, Discovery, CNN,
Well, April 1993 came and went,
and we were still here...but he wasn’t. MSNBC, and South Park. (Oh, and
Warner Brothers car
N ever again did he
toons, let us not forget
walk up and down
those.) There’s hun
Route 23. He must
dreds of stations, and
have felt really embar
yet
there’s rarely any
rassed. I wish I was a
thing
worthwhile on.
fly on his wall the day
Besides,
the complete
after Armageddon took
and total stupidity of
a rain check. "Ah crap,
this
species just gets
we’re still here. This
far
too
much to look at
sucks. I need a beer.”
sometimes.
Televi
Now, I d o n ’t
sion, although it shows
consider this guy to be
everything
that is
a kook...completely. I
wrong
with
society
think he’s got some
and
culture
today
thing going, even
(which
is
titilating
to
though he screwed up
watch), just gets too
the day of the appoint
stupid
for better-thanment with our Maker.
human
consumption.
After seeing how our
For example, I
dumb species has
ST. TIMOTHY M. CASEY/MONTCLARION
can’t
watch
"Wheel of
screwed just about ev
"Ah crap, we’re still here? This
F
ortune”
anym
ore.
sucks.
I
need
a
beer."
erything up on this
Where
do
they
find
planet, I ’m looking
forward to the end of the world. Can you these idiots? Damn, the solution could
imagine the TV coverage on CNN? Heck, be OBVIOUS and some _yahoo from
I’m sure that it will have huge ratings po Middleofthestickswheiewesleepwithoutcousins,
tential. The Super Bowl can kiss West Virginia can’t get the brain cells to
Armageddon’s ass—the end of everything gether to solve the puzzle. It could be
as we know it is definitely Must See TV! something like "WASHI_GTO_ D.C.,”
I heard the commercials are going to be and the moron on the television still can’t
put 2 + 2 together. "Hey thar Paht, is ther
f@#%ing amazing, man!
Face it, the eventual downfall of a ‘Z ’.” Hey thar Jimbo, thars no ‘Z,’ but
society through social and moral entropy there’s a cliff. Please jump off of it to
is a damn good show. To hell with the A- help us clean up the f*$kin’ gene pool,
Tcam or the X-Files, let me sec Section A okay?
Talk shows are also in the
of the newspaper! Explosions, battles,
food poisoning, religious whack-Os "unwatchable” category. People like Jerry
damning half of the world, violence, vol Springer. Oprah, Rikki Lake, Christina,
canoes, liquidation sales, crappy art be Maury, Montcl, Wintcl, Intel, ct al claim
ing lauded as aesthetic progress. UFOs, that talk shows are a new social phenom
Michael Jackson’s kid, yadda, yadda, enon, allowing the "average” American
yadda...give me more! You have kids to speak out. Folks, this is nothing new.
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Aries (March 21 to April 19)
Meow.
Taurus (April 20 to May 20) Purr.
Rub my head and you will win the
lottery. Maybe. Meow
Gemini (May 21 to June 20)
Meow. I’m going to dance on your
head at 3:15 a.m. tomorrow. Meow.
Cancer (June 21 to July 22) You
will win the “Meow Mix trip of a
lifetim e” to Pengo Pengo.
Congratulations! Meow.
Leo (July 23 to August 22) Cats
don’t like yams. It’s nothing
personal, but we just don’t get
along. You’re going to get poached
and eaten by some redneck named
Phil. Nothing I can do about it. I’m
a cat. Meow.
Virgo (August 23 to Sept. 22)
Why does the cartoon cat never
catch the friggin’ mouse? We’re
cats! We’re strong, intelligent
beings who control human beings.
A mouse is trivial. I eat hundreds
of mice for lunch. It isn’t hard to
catch a mouse. Meow. I think that
th e re ’s some sort of mouse
conspiracy in the cartoon industry.
Cats, come together and let’s fight
this horrible stereotype! MEOW!

We’ll scratch the Warner Brothers’
eyes out!
Libra (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) Sorry
about that last fortune. I get really
worked up when I see those evil
cartoons. To repay you, um...you’ll
get some money. Meow. Give me a
fish.
Scorpio (October 23 to Nov. 21)
Two words parakeet dinner. Purr.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Don’t even think of giving me KalKan for dinner tonight. I’ll throw
the whole can at you. I don’t like
Kal-Kan. In fact, I hate it. You’ll
be damned eternally if you give me
Kal-Kan.
Capricorn (Dec. 22 to January
19) A camel will fall from the sky
and land on your car WHILE you’re
driving to school. After your car
careens in front of a Mack truck,
you can kiss your behind good
bye. Meow.
Aquarius (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Life is s h o rt. G ive yo u r cat
everything.
Pisces (February 19 to March
20) Please make sure that you
change the litter box, or I will pee
on your dresser.

We had shows like these a long long time too little, “my wife is sleeping with a col
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at the freaks, laughed,
wrong.
Docs "speaking
and got some cotton
out”
include
screaming
candy. That was it. No
m oronic com m ents
Jimbo Dumarse of West Virginia
dialogue was necessary.
jumping off a diff to save humanity.
while throwing chairs at
These
modern
Jerry
Springer? I would
freak shows (alias "talk
like
to
know...wait...it
is?
Whoops, sorry!
shows”) feature adulterous waitresses,
Dunkin Donut worker neo-Nazis, moth My bad.___________________________
See HAPPY THOUGHTS, on p. 25
ers who love too much, aunts that love

2

Scatter
Turnkey
— Dhabi
Shirtey. to
Warren
1S Spanish
region
20 Complete
21 Give in to
gravity
2 2 pro nobis"
23 Sailor's
greeting?
25 Beekeeper's
greeting?
27 Goal
20 Fruit-tree
spray
29 Atkins or
Huntley
31 Palomino's
pride
32 Had no
doubts
33 Biblical
prophet
37 Not as
common
30 Dog star?
41 Director
Rielenstahl
42 In no case
45 Chet's
greeting?
50 W et blanket
51 W eaken
54 Legal matter
55 Best ol films
56 Grab

1
6
12
15

2

3

6

s w o r

s

102 Give tempo
rarily
103 Alma —
106 Short race
100 Composer
Carl
111 Border on
112 Baritone
Gobbi
114 Bailiwick
115 W est of
Hollywood
110 Periodontist’s
greeting?
Eban of Israel
120 Carpenter's
Colorado
greeting?
natives
126 The end?
Les Etats—
127 Business
“Orlando"
abbr.
author
120 Fit to feast on
Coffee
accompani 129 Sahara vision
130 Dodger Ron
ment
131 Crank's cry
Pierre's st.
132 Incites
“M*A“S*H"
133 Mode's
extras
superior
Thompson or
DOWN
Salonga
1
Auction
— 3 fatty
2 '82 Jeff
acid
Bridges film
Pitch
3 Durban dough
Craftiness
4 — loo yong
Fast way to
5 Valhalla VIP
the U K.
6 Ridicule
Salt serving
7 Blyth or
Farmer’s
Beattie
greeting?
0 Japanese
Screwdriver
statesman
ingredient
9 Fleur-de- —
Literary
10 Poetic
pseudonym

57 — loss tor
words
50 Asian ox
59 W ay out
60 Livestock
63 Car bomb?
05 Congenial
66 “God's Unie
—'" ('50 film)
67 Antisocial
fish?
00 Cashier's

ACROSS

1

o

r

c

T h e /7fluOOOoOR™Section

77
70
79
00
02

04
05
06
09
91
92
93
94
95
100
101

i

4
5

18

’
20

19
24

23

8

9

preposition
11 Get to
12 '66 U.S. Open
winner
13 Tease
14 "Gross!"
15 Detection
device
16 Cara or
Castle
17 Singer Leo
19 “Aida” river
24 Gullet
26 “Kismet"
character
30 “Messiah"
composer
32 “Krazy —"
33 Antlered
animal
34 Hibiscus
garland
35 “No Room at
th e —"
('45 play)
36 Actor Amo
37 Drive off
30 Crooked
39 Mets' milieu
40 Chore
43 Buffalo
wateriront
44 Namely: abbr.
46 “... like
you've just
— ghost!"
47 414. in the
Forum
48 In reserve
49 Made of a

10

q
J

28

27

d |

Hoao siar
certain grain
Pacific islands 97 Chinese
principle
Coral outcrop
98 Toque or tarn
Committee
99 Subordinate
W W II gun
Claus?
Southwestern
100 Reject
stickers
103 T h is —
61 Feels sore
Moment"
62 Rubbish
('60 hit)
64 N.Y. hours
104
Liplash?
60 Small vessels
105
Abdomen,
69 Some
informally
woodwinds
107 Might
70 Kapitan's
100 Prospector's
domain
prize
71 Producer
109 Paper
Prince
quantity
72 Yellowtin or
110 Cover boy?
alba core
112 Louise or
73 Relish
Turner
74 Bestow
113 Move like
75 Artemis. In
molasses
Rome
114 Leon of “Life
76 Inquisitive.
with Father"
one
81 Big name in 115 “Serpico"
author Peter
travel
116 Mythical
82 Secretary,
vessel
eg.
117 Temptation
83 Horrified
location
85 Motown's
119 Loon lips?
Marvin
121 Tokyo, once
86 Nutritional
122Turandot"
need
slave girt
87 Lobe probe?
123 *60 Minutes"
90 Beyond
network
balmy
95 ‘ And I Love 124 Seville shout
—" ('64 tune) 125 Benjamin of
The Cars
96 “Freedom

51
52
53
56
60

16 17

|13 |14
"
22

121

I

125

1
26
31

38 39 40
51 52 53

45

57

54

I
64

58

67
68 69 70 71
77
80
88
93

■
I

103 104 105
111
118
126
130

— FARM
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Cure fo r cancer fo u n d in my h
HAPPY THOUGHTS, cont from p. 24

I suppose that I, being in an aver
age demographic group (22-year old
male, non-smoker), could be lumped into
the “average American” population.
Now, if these people are “average Ameri
cans,” sorry but I’m out of here. You’ll
be seeing me on a desert island in
Polynesia. I am not going to be lumped
into that group.
Television isn’t the only place to
spot idiots and freaks. If you want to
spot the local feeding grounds of the spe
cies homo morortis, go to your local
nightclub. Every one I go to, you can
see these creatures in the wild. They
walk around with skin-tight shirts with
eight tons of gold jewelry around their
neck. The mating dance of this species
consists of adopting the look of a consti
pated gorilla, while strutting around the
bar like a retarded turkey. Then, the
homo moronis bumps into you in some
vein attempt to feign superiority, thereby
claiming turf. Many observers of this
primitive culture (myself included) wish
that this species would stay within a tele
vision, in virtual stupidity, instead of ap
pearing in the f*%@in’ flesh during
quickly dwindling amounts of leisure
time.
I personally think the gold chains
around their necks cut off the supply of
oxygen to their pea sized brains, thus
causing their obnoxious patterns of idi
otic behavior. It’s a workable theory!
Really! You don’t buy it?! All right, I’ll
dispense with the “Wild Kingdom” talk.
I got caught up in the style. Sorry.
WHY do women find these men at
tractive? (Other than the steroid en
hanced body, I ’m not that far in the
black.), I read your annoying magazines
while I’m in the gym. I’ve taken your
stupid Cosmo quizzes. What was that
what I read...hm m , 1 have it
here...something that women like men
with personalities? That “brains rule
over brawn”? Geesh, I guess these guys
with their “Me Tarzan, you Jane” men
talities must be utterly irresistible frith
their personalities. I’m sure that gold
chains and steroids must make for won

derful conversation. Yes, I’m being sar
castic. Really!
Come on, somebody tell me, where
do these idiots come from !? You
NEVER see these morons during the day.
Where do they work? Do they work?
Are they smart enough to work? Are
they like vampires? Do they sleep in
their tinted window Trans-Ams during
the day in their Cavaricci pants and their
Mossismo Shirts? It would work into my
second theory: I personally think they
drive their Trans-Ams into a cave and
hang on Ralph Lauren shelves until the
night comes. Just like Dracula (and all of
those annoying wussy Anne Rice vam
pires) they emerge and flock to the night
clubs to bump into us better people to gain
energy to live by absorbing our anger. I
have a quick solution to this problem: let’s
bring guns to the nightclubs! It may cost
a few extra dollars to get some silver bul
lets to successfully dispatch these ape-like
constipated moron vampires, but future
generations of drinkers will thank us.
While I’m on the subject, here are
other people who I could do without:
Land Rover drivers, women with huge
baby strollers in malls, people who tell
me that I have too much free time, non
alcoholic beer drinkers, fans of John Tcsh,
Regis, Kathy Lee Gifford, Kathy Lee
Gifford’s kids, those who say “rad” or
“swell,” Winger, Valentine’s Day lovers
(see last week’s article), heroin addicts,
crossing guards, fat old guys who sit
around locker rooms naked, rich snobby
bastards who never worked a day in
their lives but have millions of dollars
anyhow, people who give me detailed
descriptions of their sex lives, silly vam
pire people, and Jerry Falwell. I’m sure
that I’m missing some people, but it
would probably take twenty pages to
print the complete list. Besides, you
probably don’t want to know the rest of
the list'—you might be on it.
But none of these people really
matter in the scheme of things. Sit back
and relax. Drink ‘em up, and turn on
the CNN. The world’s gonna end soon,
and I want to see the commercials!
Yee’haw!

We can’t make this crap up.
Amazing and weird stuff w e print whenever we feel like it.

from the puzzle on the next page.

We at the Humour Section™ didn’t
have enough room to run this last
episode, but we had to prove,
without doubt, that Valentine’s Day
is EVIL- The grand total of all of the
props (excluding myself) came out
to a grand total of $6.66 after the
6% New Jersey sales tax was
added. It doesn’t take Jerry Falwell
to notice that Satan™ endorses
Valentine’s Day, and Valentine’s
Day candy. Boycott Hallmark-they
worship demons!
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by Scott Adams
1 BELIEVE IT'S WHAT'S
INSIDE A PERSON THAT
COUNTS. J

Ç 50, YOU RECOMMEND A
BEING A DECEITFUL,
M A N IP IT S A
ULATIVE,
FUNNY
HYPOCRITICAL (WORLD.
BRAGGART ?
r ? ;

YOU HAVE TO ACT
HUMBLE W HILE
G ENERATING AS
MANY CLUES AS
POSSIBLE

OW CAN YOU
GET RESPECT FOR
H ID D E N
QUALITIES?

J

3 3
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Dirt
Family
Fish
Funny

f

PLACE
I
THE "CURSE OF
DOGBERT" ON ALL PAST
AND FUTURE SENDERS I
OF C H A IN LETTERS. /—

\i

S A O D C N A
F

K C U

R T

à
¿3

V

Find the listed words in the diagram. T hey run in
all directions-forward, backward, up, down and
diagonally.
Animal
Ant
C attle
C ollective

I'VE BEEN HIRED TO
F IN D THE GULLIBLE!
FOOL WHO CONTINUES
TO SEND ANONYMOUS
CHAIN LETTERS TO | ~
EVERYONE

ü£ \//r

T y ]L
“

1
¿3
.. .5 0 , I FIGURED
A CURSE IS BETTER
THAN CERTAIN f—
DEATH,

r OH NO! I GOT AN
E-MAIL CH AIN LETTER.
>. IT SAYS I ’LL D IE IF
I DON'T SEND IT TO
TEN MORE PEOPLE.

Tree
Truck
Work

Poor
Sheep
S tock
Tank

O 1997 King Features, Inc.

Answers to Super Crossword

s T R E w M ¿I
A n A G N Ëj
L 0 N G 1□
E ND DLG
□m E l i
A s TH
W H A□ □ C o O
RE S EDNA
Y AK E X 1 T
N 1C E
i
E CHUG □ B C 3

a

...A N D THE "OOGBERT
CURSE" STRIKES ANYONE
WHO SENDS A CH AIN
LETTER. BUT THE LETTER
SAID I D D IE IF I
O ID N ’T

T H IS ?

D IO YOU KNOW THERE'S
ALSO A "GARBAGE MAN'S
CURSE" FOR PEOPLE WHO,
SEND C H A IN LETTERS?

NEXT ON "iO /A O ,'
JOHN STOSSEL
SHOWS YOU THE
CURE

H A! AFTER THE
COMMERCIAL I W ILL GET
VALUABLE INFORMATION
FOR PEOPLE LIKE ME)

YOU'RE THE WORLD'S
SMARTEST GARBAGE MAN;
HOW WOULD YOU HANDLE

J

ARE YOU THE
V IC T IM OF A
CURSE?
, YES, I AM.

r

WELL, WELL.
( ~ IT SEEMS MY
OLD NEMESIS,
JOHN ST0S5EL,
HAS BEEN
BUSY.

□00Q

for the puzzle on the previous page.

thisspace was left
blank in memory of
forgetting.
(19??-19..um... forgetit.)

OUR NEW SLOGAN
IS , "PRESSURE
MAKES DIAMONDS.'

HOW ABOUT, "PRESSURE
MAKES GARBAGE MORE
COMPACT"? I WONDER
IF THAT ONE IS J“
TAKE N ^ F

C \ HATE ‘— n “ IRRITATION
f THIS STRONG ) MAKES
f JOB MARKET^) PEARLS."
( fo r e n g i OR MAYBE
( NEERS.j- 3
"PRESSURE
MAKES
3 *
W H IN E "

mi
W ord o f the day:

sar-don-ic(adj)
Disdainfully or skeptically humorous : derisively
mocking (see humour™ section)

Classifieds
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assifîeds...
Child Care Wanted
Afterschool Care/Feeding/Supervising
Homework for 3 kids (14, 12, and 4) in
our Montclair home. M-F P/T (2:30 7:30 pm) school days; F/T school holidays
and summer. Driver’s licence. Call 973744-2163.
WANTED: Non-smoking pet loving
babysitter for two boys 11/8, girl 9 after
school in Clifton home. 212-856-6891
days; 973-478-1019 evenings/wkends.
Seeking experienced English-Speaking
sitter for toddler. Non-smoker. Must have
references.
Working mom needs her 5 year old son
met at the school bus stop in Montclair 5
days a week. Please call 744-7963.
Looking for after school babysitter with
light housekeeping. Monday-Friday 3-5
pm. Great kids, great pay, must have own
car. Please call 973-746-7443 after six
pm.

Help Wanted
WANTED
Responsible students to market/manage
Citibank nromotions on campus. Make

your own hours. No travel. Eam $400+/
wk. Call 1-800-932-0528. ext. 117.
Help Wanted - Health Food Store in
Cranford, Part-time, Flexible hours, 908276-4270. Ask for Charlie.
Bridal fashion designer needs full time
help in her studio in Montclair. Knowl
edge of sewing a must. Call (973) 8574376. after 6:00 p.m., or leave a message.

***Spring Break ‘98 Get Going!!!
Cancún, Jamaica, Bahamas, and Florida.
Group Discounts and Free Drink Parties!
Sell 5 and go free! Book Now!!! Visa/
MC/Disc/Amex 1-800-234-7007.
http://www.endIesssummertours.com
EARN
$780-$ 1500/WEEK
Raise all the money your student
group needs by sponsoring a
VISA Fundraiser on your campus.
No investment & vety little time
needed. There’s no obligation, so
why not call for information today.
Call 1-800-323-8454x95.

North Jersey Federal Credit Union
W ants Your O pinion!
We will be holding two focus groups on campus to get your
opinion on financial themes a college student may have an inter
est in. Come join us and voice your opinions.

Date:
Time:
AND:
Place:

February 26, 1998
10 a.m. - 12 p.m.
1 p.m. - 3 p.m.
Bohn Hall Main Lounge

All students who participate w ill receive
$20 for their time!

FM E
FLOYD HALL ENTERPRISES
A Sports/Entertainment Company

Floyd Hall Enterprises is looking for a motivated student to work at our
office in the Floyd Hall Arena on the campus of Montclair State Univer
sity in the following position:

. m COMPUTEROPERATOR •
Knowledge of Windows 95/NT is a must. All interested applicants
should submit their resume to Floyd Hall Enterprises, P.O. Box 3367
Memorial Station, Montclair, NJ 07043 or call (973)746-3131 for more
information.

BUY RECYCLED.

The focus group sessions will fill up quickly, so
please call Dawn Frasca @ (973)785-9200 ext. 382
to reserve your seat.
N orth Jersey F ed eral C red it U nion
530 Route 46 East, P.O. Box 379
Totowa, NJ 07511-0379
Phone (973)785-9200 • Fax (973)785-3836 or 3264
Web Address: www.njfcu.org
E-Mail: info@njfuc.edu

AND s a v e :
When you buy products made from recycled materials,
recycling keeps working. To find out more, call 1-800-CALL-EDF.

ÄERA

ENVIRONMENTAL
DEFENSE
FUND
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SpOltS

Red Hawks win 77-73 thriller
over Jersey City State
By Bill Rawson
Staff Writer
Saturday at Panzer Gym, the
Montclair State men’s basketball team had
the ball in the final seconds of a tie game.
The play that the Red Hawks ran didn’t
exactly unfold as coach Daryl Jacobs had
envisioned it, but the first-year coach was
certainly pleased with the results. «

Men’s Basketball
Senior center Raheem Rex scooped
up a loose ball and hit a lay-up with 3.5
seconds left, propelling MSU to a thrill
ing 77-73 win over Jersey City State.
Anthony Peeples’ bucket with 2:27
left had given MSU (13-9, 9-7 NJAC) a
73-69 lead, but a thunderous dunk by
Danel Allen and Jeff Harrington’s baseline
jumper helped the Gothic Knights (16-6,
11-5 NJAC) knot the score at 73 with 37
seconds remaining.
The Red Hawks held the ball for a
final shot, but freshman guard Jermel
Mayo lost the handle. Rex grabbed the
ball off the floor to the right of the basket
and drove to the hoop. A JCSC player
caught a piece of the ball on the down
ward arc of Rex’s shot, and goaltending

was going to be whistled. But Rex’s shot
fell through the hoop, so the goaltending
was a moot point.
“Trust me, it wasn’t by design,” a
chuckling Jacobs said of the game-win
ning play. “ Jermel lost the ball, and it
was just a great play by Raheem to take it
to the rim.”
Mayo hit two free throws one sec
ond later to provide the final margin of
victory.
Peeples turned in yet another spec
tacular effort, scoring 20 of his game-high
h31 points in the second half. The junior
forward shot an astounding 14-16 from
the floor and yanked down 11 rebounds.
“ I think [Peeples] is the best player
in the league, no question about it,” said a
beaming Jacobs. “ He outplayed Allen
[tonight], and he’s a candidate for player
of the Year.”
Allen, a senior center, entered the
game averaging 18.2 points per game, but
was held to 11 on 5-for-16 shooting.
Early on, it was looking like a
Valentine’s day massacre for the Red
Hawks, as they opened the game with a
23-5 run. Peeples scored eight and senior
guard Kyle Griffith contributed six points
to the run, giving MSU a 41-32 lead go
ing into the half.

Yha'ru Jones soars over four Jersey City defenders for the tip in during MSU’s vitctory
Saturday.

“ I was surprised we jumped on
them like that,” said Jacobs. “ But they’re
a good team. I knew they would make a
run. I always tell my guys, it’s not how
you start, it’s how you finish. My guys
gave a 110 percent effort.”

Griffith chipped in with 13 points,
13 boards, and seven assists in his 38 min
utes.
Guard B.J. Reilly played only 12
minutes before leaving the game with an
apparent ankle injury. He didn’t return

0 * ri

il il .ü

Gilbreth House 973-655-5211
SPRING 1998

ON-GOING PERSONAL GROWTH WORKSHOPS:
Overcoming Academic Stress;

AA Meetings;

U ncomfortable taking tests, giving presentations, or participating in
classroom discussion? Explore m ethods to help reduce this stress.

AA will continue this Spring sem ester at Psychological Services:

Meets: Mondays, starting March 2nd at 1 p.m. Gilbreth House.
Parenting;
Improve your child-rearing skills and skills necessary to cope with
parenting demands.

Meets: Tuesdays at 3:30 in the Conference Room of the Health
and Wellness Center, Blanton Hall.

ON-GOING SUPPORT GROUPS:
Support Group for International Students:

Meets: Wednesdays, starting Mar. 4 at 12:00 noon. Gilbreth House.

To help adjust to USA culture (American students are welcome).

How to Improve vour Achievement Motivation:

Meets: Mondays from 3:30 to 4:30 starting February 9, at the
Global Education Center, 22 Normal Ave.

Participants will learn psychological methods to improve their achieve
ment motivation, concentration on their work more effectively, and
become more successful in school.

Meets: Fridays 12:00 noon starting March 6th. Gilbreth House.

Eating Disorders:
Group will discuss problems with eating and will develop new coping
strategies for problem eaters and getting in touch with and expressing
their feelings.

Meets: To be announced. Gilbreth House.

For more information
on all workshops
and support groups,
call extension 5211.

m

Sports
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Take care o f your own
he E ditor-an d -C h ief o f the
Montclarion, Timothy M. Casey,
wrote an editorial this week about
the lack of fan support at MSU athletic
events.
Anyone who has attended an MSU
men’s basketball can sympathize with
Tim’s comments. The men’s team is 149 and has two of the best players in the
conference in Anthony Peeples and Kyle
Griffith.
So why do I see more spectators at
a local beer belly softball game than I do
at the men’s games?
Nobody knows the games are being
played.
The only reason I know when the
games are is because I run the Sports sec
tion of the paper.
You now how the athletic depart
ment informs the other students when the
games are?
Little booklets with the athletic sea
son schedule are placed around campus.
Most people notice them and don’t even
bother to read them because they would
get a headache from eye-strain if they did.

T

V

I have not once seen a flyer on campus goes home and beats his wife.
What is the athletic department try
mentioning an upcoming game this win
ing to accomplish?
ter season.
Yeah, its great that they try to get
If I asked people around the cam
state,
regional, and national attention for
pus who Anthony Peeples was, you know
your team and players, but the students
what most of them would say?
are being robbed when you don’t bother
“Who?”
to inform
But, ask
them what
a sports writer
is going on.
from The Star
How many
Ledger who
people
on
Anthony
This could be compared to a father
c
a
m
p
u
s
Peeples is and
who
treats
the
people
he
works
know
that
they could
both of the
probably tell
with like royalty and then goes
MSU head
you his life
home
and
beats
his
wife.
basketball
history. And
coaches are
you
know
former prowhy?
fessional
B e
basketball
players?
The
women’s
coach.
cause the athletic department could care
Glory
Bradley,
was
the
New
Jersey
Col
less about the number of students at the
lege Player of the Year in 1984.
game. They don’t pay to get in, right?
You know something, the people in
The athletic department is more con
the
athletic
department will probably read
cerned about attention from the outside
this
and
think
that this Jason Lampa is just
sources than its student body. This could
be compared to a father who treats the some young punk who has no idea what
people he works with like royalty and then he is talking about. Maybe or maybe not,
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750 Bloomfield Ave.
Verona, NJ 07044

^

(973)239-4010

^

Hours:

Mon.-Fri. - 10 a.m.- 10p.m.
Saturday - 10a.m. - 5p.m.
LSK £ S T H O T?
m poor

T tm m i

m INTRODUCTORY OFFER:
sessions for oHÏy/^ | ^ !
'Offer good for a limited time.

but the facts are pretty clear, the fan sup
port at MSU athletic events is a joke. The
athletic department does nothing to solve
the problem.
I feel the whole situation is summed
up best by the way my staff and I arc
treated by the athletic department ( ex
cluding Deatrix Murray the Assistant
Sports Information Director who always
treats those who work for the sports sec
tion of the paper with kindness and re
spect). Honestly, the whole thing is ri
diculous. Here my staff and I are trying
to help the athletic department reach the
student-body and they think we’re against
them. They do very little to help us out
whatsoever because the “ little people”
like us at the paper, who do nothing to
reach the outside media, are expendable,
right? You know what it’s like trying to
get an interview with a player through the
athletic department? Heck, it’s one of the
reasons the Sports Editor before me called
it quits.
So what arc you going to do? The
student body, my staff, and my self arc
being shut out.

SUM LSK £ S T H O T f
m
m poor
J r WITH MSU ID:
nlonth unlimited ftm, f t / l!
freg. *49)
M? ' * T
"Offer good for a limited lime.

• Not to be combined with any other offers. •

............. .HE SHELVES 2-18-98

32 PAGES OF PURE
VIEW ASKEW FOR ONLY $2.95
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Cottscs -T tE bast selection at ind»s end graphic novels
- Subscription Servie» awiabte
Arwr» - O w 250 tifes for ran*

-Classic B M s 8. Rsychotronia too

Im i I Other Stuff-Statues. Toys. ^IsSSewsies
e ç p te VMags, more
hi i lim n

w « I I U UlprrSat 11r7.M"pop‘t.j

1412 B loom field Ave. Montclair]
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ECAC HONORS
PLAYER OF THE WEEK
Anthony Peeples- Peeples
solidified him self as a
canidate for NJAC Player o f
the Year last week in two
outstanding performaces in vs
Rutgers-Camden and Jersey
City State. The 6 ’4" junior
from Linden, collected 56
*■v '
g
, and eight
blocks in the two games. In
the contest vs JCSC, Peeples

Sports Editor

How the men's and
women's teams won
their games against
Rutgers-Newark last
night

11
ind
.

Men
• Senior guard Kyle Griffith shot
14 o f 28 from the field including
five three pointers for 37 points
• Freshmen Jermel M ayo dished
out 12 assists and tied a school
record eight steals
• Senior Y ha’ru Jones scoring a
career high 16 points, 14 in the
second half.
• The Red Hawks shot 52.8% from
the field in the second half
Women
• Held Rutgers-N ew ark to 28.2%
from the field for the game
• The Red Hawks made 14 o f 25
field goals in the first half
• Junior W ykemia Kelley scored 15
points, grabbed nine rebounds and
dished out six assists.
• Freshmen M arlena Lawrence
scored 10 points and grabbed 12
rebounds

For the ;
av

Peeples is
poin
124re-
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Jermel Mayo drives between two Gothic Nights defenders on his way to the basket
Saturday afternoon.

e Q N Q R RQLL
Wykemia Kelly-Dynamite |
comes in small packages for
Montclair State wom en’s
baskeball team in the form o f
the 5 ’ 1" Kelley. The junior
gurard from Paterson had 28
points, 1 7 rebounds, b a s 
sists, and six steals in
Montclair’s two victories last
week.
Earlier in the month Kelley
placed her name in the record
books, becoming only the
third M SU wom en’s baskeball
player to record a tripledouble in a game
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H ealth C are. Those two words have been
the source o f much discussion recently.
Probably because we as a nation know the
importance o f investing in a healthy .future.
So do millions o f patients who choose
chiropractic as their preferred source o f
health care. T h e chiropractic beliefs in
fitness, nutrition, prevention, and natural
maintenance make good sense.
Wellness, you see, is the normal state
o f being.
N ew York State government agrees. T h ey
have recently passed the Insurance Equality
bill that mandates insurance coverage for
chiropractic care.
For over 75 years, New York Chiropractic
College has upheld a tradition o f excellence
in chiropractic higher education. O ur
combined traditions, old and new, have
built the base from which the chiropractic
doctors o f the future are created.
Choose New York Chiropractic College.
A healthy investment for today and
tomorrow.
Visit with a N Y C C representative at our
Open House at the Saddlebrook M arriot
Saddlebrook, N J on Sunday, M arch 1st at
2 :0 0 P M .

É\.

NEW YORK

IIII, CHIROPRACTIC
COLLEGE
2360 Route 89 Seneca Falls,
NY 13148-0800
Phone: 315/568-3040 or
800/234-NYCC (6922)
Fax: 315/568-3087
E-mail: enrolnow@nycc.edu
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Red Hawk Action

Announcements

M ontclair State U niversity has announced that Red Hawk head
softball coach, A nita Kubicka, and her staff and players will be
holding its annual Fastpitch softhball clinic Sunday, March 1, 1998
from 1p.m. to 4p.m. on the campus o f M ontclair State University.
The clinic features offensive techniques as well as defensive funda
m entals with a focus on developing the tools necessary to maximize
individual potential as a fastpitch player.
The application deadline is February 2 0,19 9 8 and enrollm ent is
limited. For further information regarding the clinic or MSU softball,
please call (973) 655-5233.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY20
Wrestling at Metropolitan Tournament TBD
Men’s and women’s swimming at Mets Championship @ TCNJ TBD

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 21
Women’s basketball at The College o f New Jersey* at 1:00 p.m.
Men’s basketball at The College o f New Jersey* at 3:00 p.m.

I

i\

■
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY25
Women’s Basketball at NJAC Tournament TBD
'***■

¡fe. í r i .
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M ontclair State U niversity has announced that Red Hawk head
football coach Rick G iancola and his staff will be hosting the 15th
annual head Start football cam p, from Monday, June 29 to Thursday,
July 2, 1998. The camp, for boys in grades 9-12, will be held on the
cam pus o f M ontclair State University.
For further inform ation regarding the camp or MSU football, please
call (973) 655-5238 or (973) 655-7079.

ÍS

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY26
Men’s basketball at NJAC Playoffs TBD
ALL HOME GAMES IN CAPS
* NJAC CONTEST

Men’s volleyball club evens record with 2-1 weekend
Hawks have won four
out of last five matches
with victories over
Elizabethtown,
Rutgers-Camden
By Jason Lampa
Sports Editor
. The MSU men’s volleyball club
evened it’s record at 4-4 with two victo
ries and a loss on Sunday afternoon at Seton Hall University.
The Red Hawks have won four out
of their last five matches
After losing to Seton Hall, the Red

Hawks came back to defeat Elizabethtown
College, three games to one, and RutgersCamden, three games to none.

Men s Volleyball
“ Although we played well in the
Seton Hall match the loss was still heart
breaking,” said Head Volleyball Coach
Michael Doktor.
The Red Hawks, in the first game
of their match vs. Seton Hall, were down
early 11 -2.
“ Most teams, including last year’s
squad, would have packed it in,” said
Doktor. “ But not this team.”
MSU clawed their way back into the
game, eventually winning 15-13. After

losing game two, the Red Hawks came
back strong in game three with a 15-6 vic
tory.
” Game three vs. Seton Hall was the
best volleyball I have ever seen an MSU
men’s volleyball team play,” said Doktor.
However, MSU has not maintained
the momentum, losing the last two games
of the match.
In the game vs. Elizabethtown, the
Red Hawks lost the first game of the
match, but fought back and swept the next
three games for the win.
The Red Hawks handled RutgersCamden with even greater ease winning
all three games in the match, highlighted
by a 15-0 shutout in the last game of the
match.
“ Consistency was the key for us
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today,” said Doktor. " Team serving has
improved dramatically since the first
match.”
Doktor also commented on the lead
ership and overwhelming hitting and
blocking of junior outside hitter Brian
Stahly and the improved all-around play
of Chris Ackerman:
“ Chris has been doing a great job
this year. With two more years of eligi
bility, he has nowhere to go but up.”
The team’s next match will be a tri
match at Lehigh University on Saturday
Feb. 2 1 at 2:30 p.m. and 4:00 p.m.. In the
first game the Red Hawks will face Kings
College, followed by Lehigh in the sec
ond. Both teams are division opponents
and are important to MSU’s hopes of
making the conference tournament.
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M ay 26 - August 12
: ‘ ■ Three six-week sessions
A variety o f 3 , 4 and 8 week courses
Undergraduate/Graduate courses

Registration begins February 23rd

minate the possibilities.
THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW JERSEY

RUTGERS
For a 1998 Summer Stjssion Catalog,
including registrauor^proaklures and form,
phone (732) 932-7565. Outside the
732 area code call 1-800-HI-RUTGERS
or 1-888-4RU-SUMMER, or e-mail your
request to: catalog@rci.rutgers.edu

Division o f Summer :
191 College Ave.
New Brunswick, NJ 08901-8546
web site: http://www.summersession.rutgers.edu
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Hawks defeat RutgersNewark 89-76
Griffith scores a
career-high 37
points to lead
MSU
By Jason Lampa
Sports Editor
Senior guard Kyle Griffith
scored a career-high 37 points,
including 21 in the first half, to
lead MSU to victory over
Rutgers-Newark 89-76 last night
at MSU's Panzer Gymnasium.

Men’s Basketball M

TIMOTHY M. CA5EY/MONTCLAKIUN

Anthony Peeples jams home two points with authority last night against Rutgers-Newark.

With the win. MSU moves
into the fourth and final playoff
spot in the NJAC with one game
to play.
In the game, MSU went
into half time down 45-35, but
exploded in the second half,
outscoring Rutgers-Newark 2810 over the first eight minutes of
the half to take a 73-45 lead.
Montclair took over the lead for
good at 15:27 when Griffith
nailed a three-pointer, snapping

a 53-53 tie, and giving Montclair
a 56-53 lead they would never
lose. Griffith scored 16 points
in the second half, while senior
Yha’ru Jones scored 14 of his
career-high 16 points in the sec
ond half as well.
Griffith hit 14 of his 28
shots from the field including
five three-pointers. He also stole
the ball three times and played
every minute in the game. All
five MSU second half starters
played all 20 minutes of the sec
ond half.
MSU senior Raheem Rex.
playing in his final home game
of his career added to the effort
with 12 points and nine re 
bounds, whilc-Anthony Peeples
added 12 points and a game-high
16 rebounds. MSU’s point guard
Jermel Mayo dished out 12 as
sists as the game end tied a Red
Hawk record with eight steals.
With the win, MSU moved
one game ahead o f Richard
Stockton and William Paterson
for the fourth and final playoff
spot in the NJAC with one game
to play. If MSU can defeat The
College of NJ on Saturday, they
will claim the final spot by them
selves.

W om en victorious over JCSC
Balanced scoring attack
leads Red Hawks to victory
By Bill Rawson
Staff Writer
After leading Jersey City
State 32-21 at half-time, the
Montclair State women’s basket
ball team saw their lead vanish
early in the second half. But the
Red Hawks pulled themselves
together, and their balanced scor-

Women ’s Basketball
ing attack was too much for the
Gothic Knights. MSU had four
scorers in double digits, paced by
Jill Schultz’s 20 points, as the
Red hawks soared past JSC, 6659.
S enior forw ard Tara
Mitchell tossed in ten points as

the Gothic Knights used a 16-5
second-half run to tie the game
at 37. However, the Red Hawks
would never let JCSC grab the
lead.
Schultz hit two free throws
to regain the lead for MSU.
Mitchell then hit one of two from
the charity stripe, but MSU guard
Ayesha Burney answered with a
driving lay-up. Schultz added
two more freebies a minute
later, and the Red Hawks led, 4338, and would never be seriously
threatened again.
"We came out flat, they
came out aggressive," MSU head
coach Gloria Bradley said of her
team’s woes early in the second
half. “We were confused with
what we were running on of
fense, and with what they were
running on offense, and with
what they were doing on defense.
“ Once we got confident
with what we were doing, we got

more consistent,” she added.
Wykemia Kelley threw in
14 points to go along with 10 re
bounds and five assists for the
Red Hawks. Burney and Felicia
Ingram chipped in with 12 points
apiece.
“ [Schultz] is our only se
nior,” said Bradley. “ I felt that
she and Wykemia [Kelley]
stepped it up when we needed it.”
Mitchell was a one-woman
wrecking crew for the JCSC,
pumping in 29 points and haul
ing down 14 boards. But JCSC
only had one other player in
double digit scoring, and
couldn’t keep up with MSU’s
balanced attack.
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Ayesha Burney saving the ball from out of bounds on Saturday.
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M en’s basketball defeat
JCSC on Saturday.

M en’s volleyball even
record at 4-4.

